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develop a molecular perspective of protein folding and amyloid formation that was
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high denaturant concentrations. We study the single molecule mechanical unfolding
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tions. We find that the the effect of varying solution conditions on a protein under
tension can be understood and qualitatively predicted based on knowledge of that
protein’s behavior in the absence of force. We test the accuracy of FRET inferred
denatured state properties and find that currently, only qualitative estimates of de-
natured state properties can be obtained with these experimental methods. We
also explore the factors governing helix formation in peptides confined to carbon
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environment of the cell can effect protein properties.
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1.1 Protein Folding and Amyloid Formation
How proteins fold into an ordered structure known as the native state from the
disordered structural ensemble of the denatured state has been a question of interest
for over 55 years [2]. Over the past five decades, a significant amount of knowledge
and understanding of the process of protein folding and the factors governing it
has been gained [3]. A central finding that has emerged is that a combination
of a protein’s amino acid sequence and the environment encode a protein’s native
structure [4, 5]. In the 1970’s and early 1980’s, it was shown that the process of
protein folding is energetically biased towards the native state and is stochastic [5, 6],
which means that multiple folding pathways between the denatured and native states
are possible [7, 6]. Assuming that the native state is the lowest free energy structure
[5], it was suggested that native state topology determines folding pathways [8],
meaning that conformational fluctuations in the denatured state towards the native
state are energetically favored [8, 5] and therefore the free energy surface is funnel-
like [9, 10, 11]. These findings, coupled with statistical mechanics [12, 13, 6], were
incorporated into a perspective on protein folding referred to as the energy landscape
picture [9, 10, 11].
A large focus of protein folding research has been on the behavior of proteins at
1
ideal, infinite dilution conditions where no other solutes or cosolutes are present [3].
While this focus has provided a wealth of invaluable insights, protein folding in vivo
occurs under non-ideal conditions where other proteins and cosolutes are present at
non-negligible concentrations [14, 15] and the pH can vary depending on a proteins
location [16, 17, 18]. These non-ideal conditions can lead to protein misfolding and
aggregation, which can be deleterious to a cell. If the protein clearance system in
a cell fails, misfolded proteins can aggregate and form ordered structures referred
to as amyloid. Amyloid is associated with over forty different human diseases [19].
Therefore, it is important to understand the structural and thermodynamic basis of
amyloid formation, as well as the interplay of solution conditions.
For these reasons a number of questions remain unanswered, including (1) Can
we predict the effect of various solution conditions (osmolyte, denaturant and pH
effects) on protein properties? (2) How does the denatured state vary with solution
conditions? (3) Does the presence of other macromolecules impact amyloid forma-
tion? In this dissertation, we develop a molecular perspective of protein folding and
amyloid formation, that was previously unobtainable, by combining thermodynamic
theories of solution condition effects with statistical mechanics and computer simu-
lations. We discuss these macroscopic theories in the next section. Then in Section




1.2.1 Modeling denaturant and osmolyte effects on proteins
In 1961 it was found that some cosolutes referred to as denaturants can desta-
bilize the native state of a protein in direct proportion to that denaturants concen-
tration [C] in solution [2, 20], i.e. ∆∆GND = m[C], where m(≡ d∆GND/d[C]) is a
constant of proportionality and is conventionally referred to as the ‘m-value’ [21].∗
In 1963, it was found that the free energy cost, denoted δg, of transferring model
compounds that mimic individual amino-acids from water to denaturant solution
conditions was also directly proportional to [C] [23]. This suggested that the mech-
anism by which denaturants act on individual amino acids is the same mechanism
by which denaturants act on proteins, and therefore ∆∆GND ∝ δg. In addition, the
measured δg values were found to be so small that, from a ligand binding perspec-
tive, the binding constant of denaturant molecules for the model compounds was on
the order of 0.1 M [24, 25]. Such a weak binding affinity suggested that to a first
approximation, the number of ligand binding sites on an amino acid (or protein)
was proportional to that amino acid’s solvent accessible surface area (α).
Charles Tanford utilized this information to develop a phenomenological model
to estimate the free energy of transferring a protein in conformation state l, defined
∗It was found later that another class of cosolutes, referred to as counteracting osmolytes, can
stabilize a protein’s native state in direct proportion to their concentration in solution [14, 22].
The Tanford transfer model, discussed later in this section with regards to denaturants, applies
equally well to osmolytes.
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by the coordinates of the atoms in the protein, from water to a solution containing
denaturant at concentration [C]. This free energy cost is denoted ∆Gtr(l, [C]) [26].



























where the summations are over the NS and NB side chain (S) and backbone (B)
groups of the protein, respectively. δgP
′
i (l, [C]), in Eq. 1.1, is the free energy cost of
transferring group P (= S or B) of residue i in protein conformation l from water to
a solution containing [C] M denaturant. δgPi ([C]), in Eq. 1.2, is the free energy cost
of transferring group P in a model compound of amino acid type i from water to
a solution containing [C] M denaturant. αPi (l) is the solvent accessible surface area
of group P of amino acid type i in protein conformation l. αPG−i−G is the solvent
accessible surface area of group P of amino acid type i in the tripeptide Gly−i−Gly,
which is the model compound used to experimentally measure δgPi .
Comparing Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2 it is clear that δgP
′




i.e. the transfer free energy of amino acid i, when it is part of a protein, is equal
to its solvent accessible surface area in the protein divided by its solvent accessible
surface area when it is in the model compound, multiplied by that model compound’s
experimentally measured transfer free energy. Thus, when reside i is fully exposed





= 1 and δgP
′
i (l, [C]) = δg
P
i ([C]). On the
other hand, when residue i is completely buried in the protein, it is not in direct
contact with denaturant molecules and αPi (l) = 0 and δg
P ′
i (l, [C]) = 0.
4
Figure 1.1: Using this thermodynamic cycle, it can be shown that ∆∆GND =
∆Gtr(N, [C]) − ∆Gtr(D, [C]). In states labeled A and D, the protein is folded. In
states labeled B and C, the protein is unfolded. The change in stability upon going
from the native to the denatured state in the absence of cosolutes (i.e. going from
state A to B) is labeled ∆GND([0]) and in the presence of cosolutes (i.e. going from
state D to C) is labeled ∆GND([C]). The transfer of the native or denatured states
from water to aqueous cosolute solution are labeled, respectively, ∆Gtr(N, [C]) and
∆Gtr(D, [C]).
For apparent two-state folding proteins, which exist in either native or dena-
tured ensembles, the thermodynamic cycle shown in Fig. 1.1 requires that ∆∆GND =



















i (D). Thus, by knowing a protein’s amino acid sequence,
its native structure, and using experimentally measured δg data, the Tanford Trans-
fer Model can be used to predict ∆∆GND, or equivalently the m-value, for the
denaturant (or osmolyte) of interest [26, 27]. It was not until 2004, when Wayne
Bolen and colleagues overcame several experimental hurdles [28, 29], that the TTM
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was finally shown [27] to quantitatively predict ∆∆GND for a large number of pro-
teins (Fig. 1.2). This experimental validation of the TTM is important because it
gives insight into the forces governing denaturant and osmolyte effects on proteins.
We realized that it also means that if the partition function of a protein in water




−βE(j,[0])−β∆Gtr(j,[C]). Thus, the effect of any osmolyte at any [C]
on a protein’s thermodynamic properties can be predicted provided Z([0]) is known
accurately. We will utilize this fact in Section 1.3.
Figure 1.2: A comparison of predicted m-values (using Eq. 1.3) versus experimen-
tally measured m-values is shown as circles for the different cosolutes listed in the
legend. Note that denaturants have negative m-values while counteracting osmolytes
have positive m-values. The solid line is used to illustrate a 1-to-1 correspondence
between predicted and measured m-values. This figure was generously provided by
D. Wayne Bolen.
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1.2.2 Modeling pH effects on proteins
pH, the log10 of the proton concentration ([H
+]) in solution, was shown to have
large effects on protein properties as early as 1951 [30, 31]. Aune and Tanford devel-
oped one of the most widely used theories to quantitatively account for pH effects on
protein stability [32]. Using the well known Wyman Linkage result dlog{KNU}
dpH
= ∆Q
[33], Tanford showed that they could fit an experimentally measured ∆GNU vs.




∆Q(pH) = 〈QN(pH)〉 − 〈QD(pH)〉, which is the difference in the average number
of protons (Q) bound to the native and denatured states, respectively. They also
showed that by using the Henderson-Hasselbach equation, the ∆∆GND vs. pH pro-
file could be predicted based solely on the knowledge of the titratible groups proton
binding constants [34], referred to as pKa values, via





























where ∆∆GND(pH1 → pH2) is the change in free energy of ∆GND upon a change
in pH from a value of pH1 to pH2. ∆Gtr(l, pH1 → pH2) is the free energy cost of
transferring the lth protein conformation from pH1 to pH2, where l, for a two state
system, is limited to N or D. Comparing Eqs. 1.4 and 1.6, it can be seen that









where the summation is over
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the Nt titratible groups and pKk,l is the pKa value of the k
th titratible group in the
lth protein conformation.
Eq. 1.6 was shown by Bashford and Karplus [35] to be the mean field result
of integrating over all possible protonation states of a protein with Nt titratible
groups in the native and denatured states. The success of Eq. 1.6 in modeling
experimental ∆GND vs. pH data not only offers insight into the mechanism of
pH denaturation†, it also means that the free energy cost of transferring individual
protein conformations from one solution pH to another can be estimated.
1.3 Computational Background
Simulating protein folding involves a system with a large number of degrees
of freedom. As such, ergodically sampling the configurational space of the model’s
Hamiltonian is a formidable challenge and is often intractable with current com-
puter resources. However, achieving ergodicity in simulations is required to justify
the use of thermodynamics and equilibrium statistical mechanics in the analysis
of molecular simulations, and for a valid comparison to experiments that are at
equilibrium. There are a number of methods to enhance sampling in molecular sim-
ulations, including so-called coarse graining of the system [10], Multidimensional
Replica Exchange [36], and post-simulation techniques such as the Weighted His-
togram Analysis Method [37]. We describe these methods below and show how
†Eq. 1.6 implies that pH denatures proteins by the excess number of protons bound to the
denatured state as compared to the native state and not necessarily by charge repulsion between
like-charged groups.
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they can be combined in a model we developed called the Molecular Transfer Model
(MTM) that allows osmolyte, denaturant, and pH effects to be accurately modeled
and connected to the underlying ensemble of protein conformations.
1.3.1 Coarse grained models
An approach used extensively in this dissertation is to remove ‘non-essential’
degrees of freedom from the system and thereby reduce the dimensionality of phase
space and coarse grain (CG) the structural resolution of the model [10, 38]. Deciding
what features of a model are essential depends on the questions you want to answer.
For the purposes of this thesis, we use a utilitarian definition that non-essential
features are those that can be removed such that the resulting model still exhibits
the phenomenon of interest. For example, in our CG model of proteins, individual
amino acids are represented as just one or two interaction sites instead of explicitly
representing all of the atoms (Fig. 1.3). This coarse graining allows most of the
features of protein folding to be retained, including properties that are experimen-
tally measured. What is lost in terms of structural resolution in this CG is made
up for by achieving ergodicity that allows us to apply the tools of thermodynamics
and equilibrium statistical mechanics in our analysis.
1.3.2 Multidimensional Replica Exchange
To significantly enhance sampling during a simulation, Multidimensional Replica
Exchange (MREX) can be used [36, 39]. In MREX, simulations (referred to as repli-
9
Figure 1.3: (Left) An all-atom model and (Right) Cα-side chain model of protein L.
Achieving ergodicity in all-atom models of globular proteins is currently not possible.
We use coarse-grained models to achieve an effective ergodicity.
cas) at different temperatures or evolving under different Hamiltonians are simulated
simultaneously in their respective NVT ensemble. These replicas are periodically al-
lowed to swap their system coordinates with other replicas at different temperatures
or Hamiltonians while preserving detailed balance. The probability of swapping be-
tween replicas i and j (P (i, j)) in MREX uses the standard Metropolis criterion










1, for ∆ ≤ 1
exp(−∆), for ∆ > 1.
(1.7)
For swapping between replicas i and j that are at different temperatures, but have
the same Hamiltonian denoted k, ∆ = (βi − βj)(Ek(j) − Ek(i)) in Eq. 1.7, where
Ek(i) and Ek(j) are the potential energies of the system coordinates of replicas i
andj using Hamiltonian k and βi =
1
kBTi
[36]. For swapping between replicas i and j
that have different Hamiltonians (labeled k and l respectively) but are at the same
temperature denoted m, ∆ = βm(Ek(i) − El(i) + Ek(j) − El(j)) in Eq. 1.7. Just
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as in traditional Monte Carlo simulations, these acceptance criteria preserve the
underlying thermodynamic ensemble. The swapping in MREX enhances sampling
by allowing the replicas to perform a random walk in temperature and Hamiltonian
space. Thus, free energy barriers that might inhibit sampling at low temperatures
or in a given Hamiltonian can usually be overcome when the replica is swapped to
higher temperatures or to a different Hamiltonian [36].
1.3.3 The Weighted Histogram Analysis Method
The partition function Z in statistical mechanics is the central quantity that
connects the molecular configurations of a system with that system’s experimentally
measured thermodynamic properties. Z cannot be computed analytically for most
protein model Hamiltonians. However, Z can be inferred based on the time series of
potential energies from a simulation. We compute Z using the Weighted Histogram
Analysis Method (WHAM) [40, 37]. In WHAM, time series data from simulations
at various temperatures and Hamiltonians are used to obtain an optimal estimate of
the density of states. WHAM does this by self-consistently solving for a free energy
weighting term (Fm in Eq. 1.8 below) which minimizes the error associated with













‡For the sake of brevity we present the WHAM partition function for simulations under one
Hamiltonian and different temperatures, the reader is referred to Chapter 3 for the equation for
multiple temperatures and multiple Hamiltonians.
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where Z(Ti) is the partition function at temperature Ti, the summations are over
the R simulations at R different temperatures, and the nk are data points of the
time series from the kth simulation. EP (k, t) is the potential energy of the t
th data
point from the kth simulation. In the denominator, the summation is over the R
simulations at R different temperatures. nm is the number of data points saved
during the simulation at the mth temperature. Fm is the free energy of the m
th




1.3.4 The Molecular Transfer Model
As noted in Section 1.2, if we know Z(A), which is the partition function at
solution condition A§, and we know ∆Gtr for each protein conformation (microstate)
upon transfer from A to solution condition B, then Z(B) is also known. This
means that by achieving effectively ergodic simulations (using CG and MREX) at
one solution condition, Z(A) can be computed using WHAM (Eq. 1.8) and Z(B)
predicted using the ∆Gtr models described in Section 1.2. This approach, which we














where all terms in Eq. 1.9 are the same as Eq. 1.8 except for the term ∆Gtr(k, t, B).
∆Gtr(k, t, B) = ∆Gtr(k, t, [0] → [CB])+∆Gtr(k, t, pHA → pHB), where ∆Gtr(k, t, 0M →
§where A is uniquely defined by specifying the temperature (TA), pH (pHA), osmolyte type,
and osmolyte concentration ([CA]), of solution.
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[CB]) is the free energy cost of transferring the k
th protein conformation from the tth
simulation from 0 M cosolute solution to [CB] M cosolute solution of cosolute type
B. ∆Gtr(k, t, pHA → pHB) is the free energy cost of transferring that same confor-
mation from the pH at which the simulation was carried out (denoted pHA) to a
solution at pH value pHB. We use Eqs. 1.2 and 1.6 to model ∆Gtr(k, t, [0] → [CB])
and ∆Gtr(k, t, pHA → pHB), respectively.
We emphasize that ∆Gtr(k, t, B) is not a single body term. It incorporates
multibody effects that explicitly depend on the configuration of amino acid groups
within a given protein conformation and it also depends on the solvent averaged
enthalpic and entropic interactions between A and W , A and O, W and O, and
W and W , where A, W and O correspond to amino acid, water, and osmolyte
molecules respectively. The configuration of amino acid groups in a given protein
conformation is accounted for in ∆Gtr(k, t, [0] → [CB]) by the surface area term
α(l). While δgPk contains the solvent averaged interactions. For these reasons, the
∆Gtr(k, t, B) term depends sensitively upon the conformation of the protein and
the aqueous osmolyte solution conditions.
As we show in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, this is a powerful, accurate approach for
modeling and predicting the effects of osmolytes and pH on proteins. It is powerful
because after the simulations are completed, any thermodynamic property under
any other set of osmolyte or pH conditions can be predicted in a matter of minutes.
It is accurate because we show that we can achieve, in several instances, quantitative
agreement between predicted and experimental data. Thus, this approach offers a
molecular level perspective on solution condition effects on proteins. The accuracy
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of Eq. 1.9 is limited by the accuracy of the protein model Hamiltonian (i.e. the
force field), the accuracy of the ∆Gtr models, and the extent of simulation sampling
in solution condition A.
1.4 Overview of Chapters
This thesis presents theoretical studies of protein folding and amyloid for-
mation in various environments ranging from various osmolyte and pH solution
conditions to protein folding under tension and inside carbon nanotubes.
In Chapter 2, we introduce the Molecular Transfer Model for modeling os-
molyte and denaturant effects on proteins. We validate the MTM against experi-
mental data from two proteins: protein L and a cold shock protein. We find excellent
agreement between the MTM predicted FRET efficiency 〈E〉 and the experimentally
measured 〈E〉. We examine how denatured state properties change with osmolyte
and denaturant concentration. We find that Rg of the denatured state can vary by
several angstroms depending on the type of cosolute and its concentration. Resid-
ual structure in the denatured state of protein L is found even at high denaturant
concentrations. Fitting to an analytic polymer model, we show that the denatured
state of these two proteins behave as excluded volume polymers at high denaturant
concentrations.
In Chapter 3, we introduce the MTM for pH effects on proteins. We validate
this model of pH denaturation against experimental data for protein G and Chy-
motrypsin Inhibitor 2. Excellent agreement is found between the MTM predicted
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∆GND vs. pH profile and the experimentally measured profile. We then study the
effect of pH and osmolytes on proteins under constant force, as in Atomic Force
Microscopy and Laser Optical Tweezer experiments that are being carried out. We
find that urea facilitates mechanical unfolding, while TMAO counteracts it. We
also find that pH effects are protein dependent. f1/2, the midpoint unfolding force,
is found to be linear with temperature and urea concentration and non-linear with
pH. The transition state location exhibits classic Hammond-Leffler behavior. Sur-
prisingly, the m-value is found to change dramatically with the applied force f . The
central conclusion of this chapter is that the effect of varying solution conditions on
a protein under tension can be understood and qualitatively predicted based on the
knowledge of that protein’s behavior in the absence of force.
Single molecule experiments using FRET are being used to infer properties of
the denatured state of proteins, including Rg, lp, R, and P (R). While it is often
assumed that the procedure for inferring these properties from FRET data yield
quantitatively accurate results, there is no independent experimental means to de-
termine their accuracy. In Chapter 4, we test the accuracy of FRET inferred protein
properties using both the MTM and a polymer model for which all properties are
independently known. By applying the same analysis procedure that experimen-
talists use to FRET data generated from the MTM, the accuracy of the resulting
FRET inferred properties can be tested. We find that while R is accurately inferred
(less than 10% relative error under all solution conditions), Rg and lp are not (with
errors of up to 25%). The inferred P (R) distribution, while qualitatively correct, is
quantitatively inaccurate. These findings are important because they suggest that
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single molecule FRET data on unfolded proteins, as currently analyzed, give only a
qualitative measure of denatured state properties.
From kinetic experiments, it is known that the process of monomer addition
to a fully formed amyloid fibril is complex. A thermodynamic characterization of
this process is not experimentally possible due to issues of reversibility and signal to
noise ratios. In Chapter 5, we use molecular simulations of a peptide from the Aβ
protein to understand the thermodynamic and structural basis for the ‘dock-lock’
mechanism. We find that the reversible association of the monomer to a fibril surface
has multiple basins of attraction and undergoes multiple structural transitions as
it adds to the surface. The free energy barrier separating the docked and locked
phases arises from the loss of internal monomer interactions. The impact of urea,
TMAO and molecular crowders on the critical concentration is examined.
The behavior of proteins under confinement is relevant to a number of in vivo
situations, including protein transport through protein membrane channels and the
synthesis of nascent peptides in the ribosome exit tunnel. In Chapter 6, we explore
the effect of a range of parameters on helix formation of peptides confined to carbon
nanotubes including protein sequence, nanotube diameter, hydrophobic strength
and the chemical heterogeneity of the nanotube. We find a rich diversity of behav-
ior in helix formation as a function of these parameters. Narrow, weakly hydrophobic
nanotubes stabilize the helix for all sequences. Increasing the hydrophobic strength
of the nanotube causes amphiphilic sequences to form helices and a polyalanine to
lose helical content. Decreasing the size of the hydrophobic patch lining the nan-
otube enhances helix formation of the polyalanine when the hydrophobic strength
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is strong. The relevance of these findings to in vivo situations is discussed.
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Chapter 2
Effects of denaturants and osmolytes on proteins are accurately
predicted using the Molecular Transfer Model
2.1 Introduction
To function proteins fold [3], while misfolding is linked to a number of confor-
mational diseases [19, 41], thus making it important to determine the factors that
control their stabilities [3] and the assembly mechanisms [42, 43, 44]. A molecu-
lar understanding of protein folding requires quantitative estimates of the energetic
changes [45, 29] in the folding reaction and characterization of the populated struc-
tures along the folding pathway. A large number of studies have dissected the
interactions that contribute to the stability of proteins [3, 45, 29, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50,
48, 51, 32]. In contrast, only relatively recently has there been a concerted effort
to determine the structures of the denatured state ensemble (DSE) [52] whose ex-
perimental resolution is difficult due to fluctuations in the unfolded structures. In
particular, it is difficult to determine the properties of the DSE under conditions
in which the native state is stable because the population of the unfolded struc-
tures is low [53]. Single molecule FRET experiments have begun to investigate the
variations in the global properties of the DSE under native conditions [54, 55, 56].
Despite these intense efforts, structural characterization of the DSE, and its link to
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global thermodynamic properties and the folding process is lacking.
Denaturants, such as urea and guanadinium chloride (GdmCl), destabilize pro-
teins. In contrast, osmolytes that protect cells against environmental stresses such
as high temperature, dessication, and pressure can stabilize proteins [14]. Thus, a
complete understanding of the stability of proteins and a description of the struc-
tures in the diverse DSE requires experimental and theoretical studies that provide
a quantitative description of the effects of both osmolytes and denaturants.
From a theoretical perspective, significant advances in our understanding of
how proteins fold have come from molecular simulations using coarse-grained (CG)
off-lattice models [57, 10, 38, 58, 59, 60]. However, the CG models only probe the
folding of proteins by changing temperature, making it difficult to compare directly
with many experiments that use denaturants. In principle, all-atom simulations of
proteins in aqueous denaturant solutions can be used to calculate the conformational
properties of proteins. However, the difficulty in adequately sampling the protein
conformational space makes most of these simulations inherently non-ergodic [61].
Here, we overcome these problems by combining Tanford’s transfer model (TM)
[23, 26] together with simulations using an off-lattice side chain representation of
polypeptide chains [59] to predict the dependence of the size of the protein, fraction
of molecules in the native state, and FRET efficiencies as a function of the con-
centration ([C]) of denaturants and osmolytes. We introduce a novel method that
combines molecular simulations of a protein of interest at [C]=0, and the experi-
mental transfer free energies [27, 62] (see Methods) to predict the thermodynamic
averages at [C] 6= 0. In the process, we have greatly expanded the power and scope
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of CG off-lattice models [10, 58, 60] in predicting the outcomes of experiments.
Applications of the resulting Molecular Transfer Model (MTM) to protein L and
Cold shock protein (CspTm) show that calculated changes in the fraction of folded
conformations, and the average FRET efficiency as a function of [GdmCl] are in
excellent agreement with experiments [63, 64, 56]. The stability in the presence of
glycine betaine, proline, sucrose, sarcosine, sorbitol and TMAO for the two proteins
increases linearly as [C] increases. Our results also give plausible explanations for
the inability of scattering methods to directly infer protein collapse at low [C]. The
heat capacity changes in proteins in denaturants and osmolytes are interpreted in
terms of changes in the folding landscape.
2.2 Results
2.2.1 MTM accurately captures denaturant-induced unfolding of pro-
tein L and CspTm
To establish the efficacy of the MTM, we calculate a number of quantities that
can be directly compared with data from ensemble and single molecule experiments
[54, 55, 63, 64, 56]. As with most molecular force fields, the absolute interaction
energies in the Cα-SCM at [C]=0 are not accurate. We set the temperature (T = TS)
so that the calculated free energy of stability of the native state ∆GNU(TS), with
respect to the unfolded structures, and the measured ∆GNU(TE) at T = TE coincide.
In the absence of denaturants, TS = 328 K and TE = 295 K and ∆GNU(TS) =
∆GNU(TE) = −4.6 kcal/mol [65] for protein L (Fig. 2.1A). For CspTm (Fig. 2.1A)
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TS = 326 K and TE = 298 K and ∆GNU(TS) = ∆GNU(TE) = −6.3 kcal/mol [66].
By adjusting TS appropriately, we find that the dependence of the calculated fraction
of molecules in the native basin of attraction (NBA), fNBA, as a function of [C] for
GdmCl is in excellent agreement with experiments (Fig. 2.1B). The values for Cm,
the midpoint concentration at which fNBA = 0.5, for both proteins also reproduce
the measured values accurately (Table 2.1).
2.2.2 Measured and predicted FRET efficiencies are in good agree-
ment:
In an attempt to characterize the nature of unfolded states of proteins under
folding conditions (low denaturant concentrations) several groups have used single-
molecule FRET spectroscopy [54, 63, 56, 64]. By attaching fluorescent dyes at
two points (typically, but not always [56], located at the termini of the protein)
the average FRET efficiency 〈E〉 as a function of [GdmCl] has been measured for
protein L and CspTm. We calculated 〈E〉 as a function of [GdmCl] for protein L (Fig.
2.1C) and CspTm (Fig. 2.1D). The discrepancies between different experiments not
withstanding [54, 56, 64, 63], the simulated and the measured 〈E〉 for protein L and
CspTm, for the subpopulation of unfolded states, are in excellent agreement (Figs.
2.1C and 2.1D) with each other. The average FRET efficiency, that weights the
subpopulations of folded and unfolded states, reflects the cooperativity observed in
fNBA (Fig. 2.1B). The values of 〈E〉 for the structures in the NBA are roughly
constant as [GdmCl] changes (Figs. 2.1C and 2.1D). Even though the simulated
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Figure 2.1: Native structures and comparison of calculated and experimental results.
(A) The numbers in protein L label the strands starting from the N -terminus. The
N -terminal β-strand in CspTm is colored green. (B) The fraction of molecules in
the NBA (fNBA) as a function of GdmCl (green squares) and urea (green triangles)
for protein L. Results for CspTm in GdmCl and urea are shown in violet squares
and violet triangles, respectively. Blue line is the result of fNBA([C]) for protein L
[65]. Results in red lined is for CspTm [66]. Dashed line shows fNBA = 0.5. (C)
The dependence of 〈E〉 for protein L (open circles) versus GdmCl concentration.
Open triangles show 〈E〉 for the native state and the squares are for the DSE. The
experimental values for the average 〈E〉 and 〈E〉 of the DSE are shown as green
circles [63] and blue squares [64], respectively. (D) Results for CspTm using the
same notation as in (C). The filled blue squares are experimental results from [64].
Filled green circles, violet triangles, and magenta squares correspond to experimental
measurements of 〈E〉, the NBA 〈E〉, and the DSE 〈E〉, respectively [56]. To account
for the destabilization of CspTm due to the attachment of dyes we set TS = 341 K,
which gives Cm in agreement with experiment [54]. In (C) and (D) we use Ro = 55
Å (see Eq 3 in Appendix A). Changes in Ro with [C] cause small corrections to 〈E〉.
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value of 〈E〉(=0.9) for protein L at zero [GdmCl] agrees with the calculated FRET
efficiency using Protein Data Bank (PDB) coordinates (PDB ID 1HZ6), it is larger
than the measured value, which is in the range of 0.7-0.8. The discrepancy could
also arise because the present simulations do not explicitly include the dyes with
flexible linkers which can have a large effect [64]. Despite the difference, at [C]=0,
our simulations accurately reproduce the experimental measurements.
2.2.3 Changes in Rg depend on the nature of cosolvents:
The Rg distribution (P (Rg)) for protein L in urea, at the folding (or melting)
temperature TF = 356K, shows the expected behavior (Fig. 2.2). At 0 M, there
is a sharp peak in P (Rg) at RNg (the value in the native state) ∼ 12 Å, whereas
a relatively broad ensemble of conformations, with larger Rg values (> 12 Å), is
populated at 6 M urea (Fig. 2.2A). The distribution P (Rg) at 6 M urea compares
favorably with recent all atom simulations (see Fig. 10 in [64]). In 6 M TMAO
the peak height at Rg ∼ 12 Å increases which reflects its stabilizing influence. The
average Rg for protein L expands continuously as urea concentration increases from
0 to 6 M (Fig. 2.2B). Decomposition of the ensemble of structures into the DSE
subpopulation shows that RDSEg expands from 21.6 Å at 0 M urea to 24 Å at 6
M whereas RNg is independent of urea concentration (Fig. 2.2B). At physiological
concentrations (∼ 1 M) the change in Rg induced by TMAO is small (Fig. 2.2B).
Just as for urea, the value of RNg remains constant at all TMAO concentrations (Fig.
2.2B).
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Figure 2.2: P (Rg) and Rg: (A) The distribution P (Rg) for protein L at 0 M and
6 M TMAO and urea at TF = 356K, the melting temperature at 0 M. For P (Rg)
at 0 M, the area under native and denatured ensembles are equal. The P (Rg) at
6 M urea is multiplied by ten. The structure on the left corresponds to the Cα-
SCM representation of the native state and the one to the right is an example of
a conformation in the DSE. For clarity, only hydrophobic side chains are displayed
as blue spheres (B) The average Rg of protein L as a function of urea (open black
circles) and TMAO (black diamonds) concentration at TF . The values of Rg of the
NBA is in violet squares for urea and plus signs for TMAO. The results for RDSEg in
urea and TMAO are in turquoise triangles and x-symbols respectively. Using Flory
theory Rg at [C] = 0 is 0.5(RNg +R
D
g ) ∼ 17.7 Å, which agrees with the simulations.
(C) The Rg for protein L (open black circles) and CspTm (filled black circles) as a
function of GdmCl concentration at a temperature of 328 K (protein L) and 326 K
(CspTm). Rg for the NBA is in triangles and DSE in squares for protein L (open
symbols) and CspTm (filled symbols). Blue and red arrows show Rg computed
from crystal structures for protein L and CspTm, respectively, The green X’s are
Rg from SAXS experiments [67] for protein L with His tag (N = 79). (D) The
DSE distribution P (RDSEee /R
DSE
ee ) for protein L in 5, 7, and 9 M GdmCl at 328
K. The solid black line is the theoretical universal curve for a self avoiding polymer
chain. Inset shows the effective Kuhn length aD([C], T ) = RDSEg /N
0.6 versus GdmCl
concentration. The dashed lines show the range of experimentally measured Kuhn
lengths [68].
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There are substantial changes in the size of protein L and CspTm in aqueous
GdmCl solution (Fig. 2.2C). (1) For both proteins, the precipitous change in Rg
occurs at [C] ∼ Cm which suggests that global unfolding is accompanied by expan-
sion of the proteins (compare Figs. 2.1C, 2.1D, and 2.2C). Unfolding in GdmCl is
considerably more cooperative than in urea (data not shown). (2) In contrast to
protein L, whose RNg is nearly independent of the concentration of GdmCl (Fig.
2.2C), RNg for CspTm increases marginally when [C] exceeds ∼ 2.5 M. Moderate
denaturant-induced increase in RNg at high concentrations of GdmCL indicates that
packing is somewhat compromised in CspTm, arising from enhanced fluctuations
in the N-terminal β-strand (Fig. 2.1A and see below). (3) The values of RDSEg for
both proteins increase nearly continuously as [C] increases. In CspTm, there may
be an inflection point at [C]∼ 2.5 M which coincides with the onset of a modest
increase in RNg . (4) At high [C], R
DSE
g ∼ 25.5 Å for protein L and R
DSE
g ∼ 26.5
Å for CspTm (Fig. 2.2C). These values are in near quantitative agreement with
the analysis of FRET efficiency using a highly simplified Gaussian model for the
end-to-end distribution function [63, 64, 56].
2.2.4 Dissecting denaturant-induced loss of secondary and tertiary
structures:
The native structure of protein L has a β-sheet comprised of two β-hairpins
formed by strands 1 and 2, and 3 and 4 that interact with a central helix (Fig. 2.1A).
The loss in the β-strand contacts in GdmCl and urea mirror the overall unfolding
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of the protein (compare Fig. 2.3A and Fig. 2.1B ). Chain expansion, and the loss
of secondary and tertiary contacts occur at nearly similar concentrations (see Figs.
2.1B, Fig. 2.2C, and Fig. 2.3A). For protein L, at high denaturant concentrations
there is near complete loss of β-strand content, while residual helical content persists
(Fig. 2.3A).
Comparison of the plots (Fig. 2.3A) of the tertiary contacts involving the
secondary structural elements (SSEs) and the total number of contacts in protein
L as a function of urea concentration shows that most of the curves overlap. These
results (Fig. 2.3B) show that the loss of secondary and tertiary interactions occurs
cooperatively. The fluctuations of the various SSEs σ2Qi = 〈Q
2
i 〉−〈Qi〉
2, as a function
of urea concentration (Fig. 2.3C) show that the strands 1 and 4, that join the two
β-hairpins together to form the full β-sheet, have the most cooperative transition
(Fig. 2.3C). These strands, which are far apart in sequence space, form the longest-
range contacts in the NBA. Similarly, contacts involving the two hairpins S12 and
S34 also unfold cooperatively. Thus, SSEs that form long range contacts in the NBA
unfold most cooperatively.
2.2.5 Heat capacity of proteins are greatly altered by osmolytes:
The temperature dependence of the heat capacity (CV ) for protein L and
CspTm shows that as urea concentration increases from 0 M to 8 M the curves
shift to the left (Figs. 2.4A and 2.4B). In contrast, in the presence of the osmolyte
TMAO the curves move to the right (Figs. 2.4A and 2.4B). For proteins that
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Figure 2.3: Changes in the secondary structural elements of protein L as a function
of urea and GdmCl concentration at 328 K. (A) The dependence of β-sheet (green
and violet symbols) and helix (red symbols) content of protein L and CspTm on the
concentration of GdmCl and urea using the same notation as Fig. 2.1B. (B) The
dependence of the fraction of native contacts in urea for protein L. The fraction of
native contacts for the entire protein is denoted QT , between strands 1 and 2 as QS12,
between strands 1 and 4 as QS14, between strands 3 and 4 as QS34, between strands
1,2 and the helix as QH−S12, and between strands 3,4 and the helix as QH−S34. (C)
Variance in the fraction of native contacts versus urea concentration.
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fold in an apparent two-state manner the peak in CV can be identified with the
folding temperature, TF . The decrease in the folding temperature ∆TF ([C]) ≡
TF ([C]) − TF (0) as the concentration of urea increases from 0 to 8 M can be as
large as 35◦C. As the concentration of TMAO increases from 0 to 8 M, ∆TF ([C])
increases by as much as 12◦C for protein L and ∼ 20◦C for CspTm. These results
(Figs. 2.4A and 2.4B) indicate that there are large variations in thermal stability of
CspTm and protein L as the concentrations of urea and TMAO are increased.
In contrast to the behavior of CV for protein L (Fig. 2.4A), the peak heights
and the widths change significantly for CspTm in urea and TMAO (Fig. 2.4B). For
CspTm the maximum in CV goes from 6.5 kcal
◦C−1 M−1 at 0 M to ∼9.0 kcal ◦C−1
M−1 in 8 M TMAO and ∼5.0 kcal ◦C−1 M−1 in 8 M urea. The maximum in CV
for protein L on the other hand changes by only ∼0.2 kcal ◦C−1 M−1 under these
same solution conditions (Fig. 2.4A).
2.2.6 Protein stability changes linearly as denaturant and osmolyte
concentrations increase:
Denaturants: Although the changes in native state stability ∆GNU([C]) as a
function of [C] for protein L (Fig. 2.4C) and CspTm (Fig. 2.4D) at T ∼ 328 K,
shows evidence for non-linearity in some of the curves, the free energy change can
be approximately fit using ∆GNU([C]) = ∆GNU(0) −m[C] [69, 22]. The m-values
show that GdmCl is significantly more efficient in denaturing protein L and CspTm
than urea (Table 2.1). As a result, the denaturation midpoint Cm for protein L,
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Figure 2.4: Thermodynamic properties of protein L and CspTm in denaturant and
osmolyte solutions. (A) Heat capacity of protein-L versus temperature as a function
of urea and TMAO concentration. Numbers above the maxima of each trace give
the osmolyte concentration in Molar units. Curves to the left of the 0 M plot
correspond to increasing urea concentrations, while those to the right represent
increasing TMAO concentrations. (B) Results for CspTm using the same notation
as in (A). (C) The stability of the native state ensemble of protein L as a function
of concentration of various osmolytes at 328 K. The data corresponding to GdmCl,
urea, betaine and proline are labeled. The variation of ∆GNU in aqueous sorbitol,
sucrose, sarcosine and TMAO solutions are similar, and are unlabeled. The solid
black line is the experimental result for GdmCl denaturation [65]. (D) Same as (C)
except the results are for CspTm and experimental results are taken from [66]. (E)
The free energy surface of CspTm as a function of the root mean square deviation
relative to the crystal structure (∆) and the potential energy (EP ) at 0 M and TF
(361 K). (F) The same as (E) except at 8 M TMAO and 381 K.
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obtained by using ∆GNU([Cm]) = 0, is 2.4 M in aqueous GdmCl and is 6.3 M in
aqueous urea.
The calculated (2.4 kcal mol−1 M−1 for protein L and 1.7 kcal mol−1 M−1
for CspTm) and measured (1.9 kcal mol−1 M−1) GdmCl m-values for protein L
and CspTm (Table 2.1) are in excellent agreement. The predicted m-value for
betaine is relatively small (m ' 0.2 kcal mol−1 M−1) which implies that be-
taine only marginally affects the stability of CspTm and protein L (Table 2.1 and
Figs. 2.4C and 2.4D). Therefore, the efficiency of denaturation follows the trend
GdmCl > Urea > betaine. The predictions in aqueous urea and betaine await
future experiments.
Osmolytes: The stability changes for osmolytes (proline, sorbitol, sucrose,
TMAO, and sarcosine) for protein L (Fig. 2.4C) and CspTm (Fig. 2.4D) at T ' 328
K vary linearly over a broad range of concentrations. The extracted m-values for all
these osmolytes vary only moderately for protein L (m = -(0.1 to 0.2) kcal mol−1
M−1) and for CspTm (m =-(0.5 to 0.3) kcal mol−1 M−1, see Table 2.1). The nearly
constant m-values for the osmolytes is consistent with experiments that have found
that m-values for TMAO and sarcosine are roughly the same for barstar [70]. As a
result of the small m-values the osmolytes increase the stability of the small proteins
only modestly (∼ 1 kcal/mol).
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Table 2.1: Calculated thermodynamic parameters for protein L and CspTm
protein L CspTm
Osmolyte m-value a ∆GNU [0]
b m-value ∆GNU [0]
GdmCl 2.4 c -6.0d 1.7 e -5.8 f
Urea 0.9 -5.7 0.7 -6.1
Betaine 0.2 -4.8 0.2 -6.3
Proline -0.1 -4.7 0.1 -6.3
Sorbitol -0.1 -4.7 -0.3 -6.3
Sucrose -0.2 -4.7 -0.4 -6.3
TMAO -0.2 -4.7 -0.5 -6.3
Sarcosine -0.2 -4.7 -0.5 -6.3
aunits in kcal M−1 mol−1.
bNative state stability, in kcal mol−1 units, at 0 M using the linear extrapolation method [21].
cExperimental value is 1.9 kcal mol−1 M−1 [65].
dTwo state fit to experimental data gives ∆GNU [0] = −4.6 kcal mol
−1 to 6.0 kcal mol−1
[65, 71].
eExperimental value is 1.9 ± 0.08 kcal mol−1 M−1 [66].
fThe experimental value is ∆GNU [0] = −6.3 ± 0.3 kcal mol
−1 [66].
2.3 Discussion
2.3.1 Flory theory, simulations, and experiments for Rg and the end-
to-end distance distribution P (Ree):
The Rg values of proteins scales as RDg = aD([C], T )N
ν (where ν, the Flory
exponent, is ν ' 0.59) [68]. The Kuhn length aD([C], T ), reflects the quality of
the solvent, which depends on [C], T , and the protein sequence, is found to be
a constant aD ∼ 2 Å [68] (however, see Fig. A.1 in Appendix A). Analysis of
the folded structures of proteins shows that RNg = aNN
1/3 with aN ∼ 3 Å [72].
For protein L (N=64) and CspTm (N=66) we expect that RNg ∼ 12 Å and 12.1
Å, respectively. Direct calculation of RNg using coordinates from the structures of
protein L and CspTm give 12 Å and 11 Å respectively.
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If aD([C], T ) ∼ aD = 2 Å is a constant then Flory theory predicts that RDg ∼
23.3 Å for protein L (N = 64), which is in excellent agreement with the simulation
results (Fig. 2.2B). Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements of protein L
with a histidine tag, resulting in N = 79 [68], show that Rg = 26±1.5 Å and 25±1.5
Å at 4 M and 5 M GdmCl, respectively. From Flory theory we expect RDg ∼ 27.8
Å. The agreement between theory, simulations and SAXS data show that, as far as
Rg is concerned, protein L behaves as a random coil at high GdmCl concentrations.
In apparent contrast to SAXS measurements [73], our simulations and analysis
of FRET data show that protein L [54, 55, 63, 64] and CspTm [56] collapse at low
[C]. The differences could arise for the following reasons. (1) At [C] < [Cm] almost
all of the scattering intensity arises from the folded state, just as at [C] > [Cm] the
scattering is dominated by the conformations in the DSE. Thus, it is unlikely that
SAXS measurements can resolve the small contributions of RDSEg at low values of
[C].
(2) At a fixed T , the “non-universal” Kuhn length aD([C], T ) should be [C]-
dependent. The Kuhn length aD([C], T ) → aD only when x = [C]/Cm >> 1 so that
inter-residue attractive interactions are negligible, and hence the conformational
characteristics of proteins are determined solely by excluded volume interactions. To
ascertain the variations of the Kuhn length as [C] changes we computed aD([C], T ) =
RDSEg /N
ν , which increase from about 1.3 Å to about 2.2 Å (see inset in Fig. 2.2D).
Recent, SAXS experiments (see Fig. 3B in [74]) also show that Rg for the 159-
residue E. Coli Dihydrofolate Reductase continues to increase as urea concentration
increases in the range 4.5M to 8M which can be rationalized in terms of a [C]-
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dependent Kuhn length.
(3) There are a large changes in the distribution P (RDSEg ) as [C] changes (Fig.
A.2 in Appendix A). If proteins are random coils at high [C] then P (RDSEee ), for
sufficiently large y = RDSEee /R
DSE
ee should be given by the universal curve P (y) =
c1y
2+θexp(−c2y
1/(1−ν)) [75], where θ = (γ − 1)/2 ∼ 1/3, c1 = 3.7 and c2 = 1.2
(see Appendix A). The simulation results show that, to an excellent approximation,
this is indeed the case for P (RDSEee /R
DSE
ee ) (Fig. 2.2D) for y > 1.5 and [C]> 5 M
GdmCl (see also Fig. A.2 in Appendix A). Thus only at high [C], when the residual
intrapeptide attraction is negligible, the random-coil nature of proteins emerges,
while at low [C] there are substantial deviations from the self-avoiding P (y) (Fig.
A.3 in Appendix A).
The incorrect assumption that aD([C], T ) is a constant (or equivalently that
RDSEg is [C] independent) when analyzing experimental results (see Fig. A.4 in
Appendix A for further discussion), and the limited data at [C] beyond the transition
region [73] make it difficult to infer protein collapse using SAXS measurements. In
addition, it has been suggested [64] that inter-protein interactions could also have
affected the SAXs measurements. At the very least, the protein L measurements
have to be extended beyond 5M GdmCl to decipher the changes in RDSEg .
2.3.2 Structural interpretation of the heat capacity curves:
The origin of the contrasting behaviors in CV between protein L and CspTm
in urea and TMAO (Figs. 2.4A and 2.4B) is reflected in the free energy surfaces
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(FESs) at TF . The two-dimensional FES, expressed in terms of the potential energy
(EP ) and the root-mean-square deviation (∆) from the native state, of protein L has
two distinct basins at all osmolyte concentrations (data not shown). On the other
hand, CspTm displays three distinct basins at 0 M (Fig. 2.4E). The basin centered
at ∆ ∼3 Å corresponds to conformations that closely resemble the crystal structure.
The basin, at ∆ ∼9 Å, corresponds to conformations in which the N-terminal strand
(Fig. 2.1A) is disordered while the rest of the barrel is intact. The basin centered
at ∆ ∼22 Å consists of mostly random coil conformations that have little β-sheet
content. At 8 M TMAO the basin of attraction centered at ∆ ∼ 9 Å at 0 M is
significantly destabilized (Fig. 2.4F) resulting in a sharper transition in CV (Fig.
2.4B). In contrast, urea expands the area of the denatured basin in the FES (data
not shown), which in turn leads to a reduction in the height of CV and an increase
in the width of the transition.
2.4 Conclusions
By using converged simulations in the absence of denaturants and osmolytes,
together with the measured transfer free energies, the MTM accurately predicts
the dependence of any thermodynamic property at arbitrary denaturant or os-
molyte concentration. The striking agreement between the computed and measured
GdmCl-induced changes in the FRET efficiencies for protein L and CspTm attests
to the success of the MTM. The structures of the denatured states, as measured
by the residual secondary and tertiary structure content, can be greatly perturbed
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by adjusting the osmolyte concentration. As a consequence, the folding trajectories
may change significantly depending on the initial conditions. Predictions for urea-
induced changes in the DSE and the profound differences between the heat capacity
changes in urea and TMAO between protein L and CspTm are amenable to exper-
imental tests. More generally, the MTM provides a structural interpretation of the
cooperative thermal melting of proteins in osmolytes. In addition, we have made
a number of testable predictions for the changes in equilibrium properties of these
small single domain proteins in osmolytes. The present theory sets the stage for
using the MTM not only in the context of the Cα − SCM , but also in conjunction
with all-atom Go models for which exhaustive sampling can be carried out.
2.5 Methods
2.5.1 Cα-Side chain model (Cα-SCM) for proteins:
We use the coarse-grained Cα-side chain model (for details see Appendix A)
in which each residue in the polypeptide chain is represented using two interaction
sites, one that is centered on the α-carbon atom and another that is located at the
center-of-mass of the side chain [59].
2.5.2 The Molecular Transfer Model:
The energy of a protein conformation at non-zero [C] is taken to be a sum
of the potential energy EP of the protein (see Appendix A) and the transfer free
energy ∆Gtr([C]) based on TM. According to the TM, the free energy of transferring
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a protein to osmolyte solution is equal to the sum of the transfer free energies
(TFEs) of the individual groups (side chain and backbone moieties) that are solvent
exposed. The free energy cost of transferring the ith protein conformation from



















where the sums are over the different amino acid types in the protein, nk is the
number of amino acid residues of type k, δgSCtr,k and δg
BB
tr,k are the transfer free energies
of the side chain and backbone group of amino acid type k, respectively [26, 62]. For
denaturants δgtr < 0, i.e. thermodynamically favorable, for the peptide backbone
and many types of amino acid side chains [23, 46, 28]. The transfer of some of these
substituents to an osmolyte solution results in δgtr > 0 [28]. The solvent accessible
surface areas of the side chain and backbone group of amino acid type k are αSCi,k
and αBBi,k , respectively, and α
SC
k,Gly−k−Gly is the solvent accessible surface area of the
side chain and backbone in the tripeptide Gly − k −Gly.
To combine experimentally measured δgtr,k’s with simulations at [C]=0 we in-
troduce the primary equation of MTM, that has the form of the Weighted Histogram
Analysis Method [40, 37, 76], namely,














where Z([Ci], T ) is the partition function. Thus, if Z([0], T ) is computed and the
transfer free energy of each protein conformation is known then any thermodynamic
property, at arbitrary [Ci], can be predicted. In Eq. 3.2, R is the number of in-
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dependent simulated trajectories, nk is the number of conformations from the the
kth simulation, Ak,t is the value of property A for the t
th conformation, β = 1/kBT ,
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature. The potential energy of
the tth conformation from the kth simulation in the presence of osmolyte i at concen-
tration Ci is E(k, t, [Ci]) = EP (k, t, [0]) + ∆Gtr(k, t, [Ci]), where EP (k, t, [0]) is the
corresponding value at 0 M. The free energy cost of transferring the tth conformation
in the kth simulation from 0 M to [Ci] M is ∆Gtr(k, t, [Ci]). In the denominator of
Eq. 3.2, nm and fm are, respectively, the number of conformations and the free
energy in the mth simulation.
The values αk,Gly−k−Gly for the side chain and backbone groups (Eq. 3.4) are
listed in Table II in Appendix A. For the osmolytes considered here (urea, glycine
betaine, proline, sucrose, sarcosine, sorbitol, and TMAO) we use the TFEs given
in [28], and for aqueous GdmCl we use the transfer free energies listed in [46]. We
extrapolate to osmolyte concentrations that were not experimentally measured by
fitting the TFE data to a straight line [77] (see Appendix A for details).
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Chapter 3
pH and osmolyte effects on single molecule mechanical unfolding of
proteins
3.1 Introduction:
Single molecule constant force (smCF) experiments using Atomic Force Mi-
croscopy [78, 79] are capable of characterizing the thermodynamics and kinetics of
protein folding under external tension [80]. In many smCF experiments, a constant
force (f) is applied to the N and C termini of a protein. Using this technique,
information on the characteristics of the protein folding energy landscape (e.g. na-
tive state stability, roughness, transition state barrier height, and location) can be
obtained [80]. smCF also provides insight into in vivo situations in which external
tension is applied to proteins, such as the stretching of proteins by the chaperone
GroEL [81, 82, 83, 84], unfoldases such as ClpX [85], and translocons [86], which
transport proteins across membranes. From in vitro ensemble experiments it is
known that pH and osmolytes can have profound effects on the thermodynamics of
protein folding [20, 87, 21, 88, 89, 90, 91]. Yet, surprisingly little attention has been
given to exploring these solution condition effects in smCF experiments [92, 93].
To our knowledge, only two studies, both of which used the non-equilibrium
constant pulling velocity technique, have investigated the effect of pH and an os-
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molyte (guanidinium chloride, denoted GdmCl) on the mechanical unfolding of pro-
teins. The first study on protein G in aqueous GdmCl found that the critical force
of folding/unfolding was linear with the change in GdmCl concentration and that
the position of the transition state was unchanged [93]. The other study, which
focused on ubiquitin, found that the critical force changed only when the pH was
acidic and well below the protein’s isoelectric point [92]. While these studies start
to shed light on the interplay of osmolytes and pH on the response of proteins to
mechanical forces, a variety of questions remain open, including (1) How does urea,
trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO) and pH effect the force-temperature phase dia-
gram? (2) Does the midpoint unfolding force (f1/2) change linearly with solution
conditions? (3) Does the transition state location move with changing solution con-
ditions? (4) Does the relative mechanical stability of 2◦ and 3◦ structural elements
(SE’s) change with solution conditions? (5) Does the m-value (≡ ∆∆GND/∆[C]),
associated with urea denaturation, change under tension?
The central hypothesis of this study is that the change in native state stability
due to a change in solution conditions (denoted ∆ξ), when f 6= 0, is equal to the
change in stability when no force is present. That is,
∆∆GND(f 6= 0,∆ξ) ≈ ∆∆GND(f = 0,∆ξ), (3.1)
where ∆∆GND(f,∆ξ) = ∆GND(f, ξ2)−∆GND(f, ξ1) and ∆ξ corresponds to either
a change in temperature, pH, or osmolyte concentration. This hypothesis, while
formally inexact for anything other than a system with two microstates (as op-
posed to thermodynamic states), predicts that changes in solution conditions that
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destabilize the native state when f = 0 will also destabilize the native state when
f 6= 0 and vice versa. This hypothesis makes testable predictions for questions one
through four. Regarding question five, we note that the m-value is conventionally
interpreted to be proportional to the difference in solvent accessible surface area
(SASA) between the native state ensemble (NSE) and denatured state ensemble
(DSE) [32, 27]. Since the force applied to the termini of the protein tends to lead to
extended DSE structures [94] with greater SASA, we predict that the m-value will
increase with increasing f .
In this study, we address the questions and test the predictions discussed above
by utilizing and further developing the Molecular Transfer Model (MTM) [95]. The
MTM predicts how thermodynamic properties of a protein change with changing
osmolyte and pH conditions. It does this by computing the partition function under
the solution condition of interest by combining experimentally measured, or theo-
retically computed, transfer free energies of individual amino acids with molecular
simulations. The MTM is a post-simulation technique and rapidly predicts a pro-
tein’s properties under a wide range of solution conditions. Previously, we validated
the MTM against experimental results of osmolyte effects on proteins [95]. In this
study, we extend the capabilities of the MTM to be able to model pH effects. We
validate this approach against experimentally measured ∆GND vs. pH profiles. We
study Chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2) [69, 96] and protein G [97, 98] under con-
stant force using coarse-grained simulations that allow equilibrium simulations to
be carried out.
We find that many of the effects of varying solution conditions on protein G
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and CI2, when f 6= 0, can be qualitatively predicted based on knowledge of the
behavior of ∆GND(f = 0) vs. ξ. The stabilizing effect of TMAO was found to
counteract mechanical unfolding while urea facilitated it. f1/2 is found to be linear
over a range of temperature and urea values and non-linear as a function of pH.
The transition state location (xTS) changes significantly as a function of solution
conditions and exhibits classic Hammond-Leffler behavior, with xTS shifting towards
unfolded values in TMAO and towards folded values in urea. The m-value is found
to increase significantly with f due to changes in the solvent accessible surface area
of the DSE.
Our results are relevant to cellular machinery such as chaperone’s, translocons,
and proteosomes, which may mechanically unfold proteins [81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86].
The results suggest that low concentrations of urea (or other incompatible os-
molytes) make it easier for these machines to do there jobs, whereas the presence
of counteracting osmolytes (such as TMAO) make it harder to force unfold proteins
in the cell.
3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 MTM accurately models pH denaturation:
To validate the MTM model of pH denaturation, which is used extensively
in this study, we plot the experimentally measured and MTM predicted ∆GND vs.
pH profile. The excellent agreement between experimental results for CI2 [99] and
the MTM prediction (Fig. 3.1A) indicates that the MTM accurately models pH
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: The NSE stability, relative to the DSE (∆GND = −kBT ln(PN/PD),
where PN and PD are the probabilities of being in the NSE and DSE, respectively), of
(a) CI2 and (b) protein G versus pH. Structural insets display the native state of CI2
and protein G in a secondary structure representation based on crystal structures
with PDB accession codes of 2CI2 and 1GB1 respectively. The inset in (b) is
experimental data (red circles) for a triple mutant protein G (T2Q, N8D, N37D).
The blue line is a 5th order polynomial fit to the data and is used to guide the eye.
Experimental data for wild-type protein G is unavailable. For the CI2 data in (a),
TS and TE are 302 K and 298 K, respectively. For the protein G data in (b), TS and
TE are 317 K and 298 K, respectively.
effects on the thermodynamics of folding and unfolding. For wild-type protein G no
experimental ∆GND vs. pH data is available. However, ∆GND(pH) data does exist
for a triple mutant (T2Q, N8D, N37D) of protein G [98]. While these mutations
can be expected to alter the native state stability, we expect that the response of
∆GND to pH for the wild-type to be qualitatively similar. Fig. 3.1B shows that
indeed the overall shape of the MTM predicted ∆GND vs. pH profile is similar to
the experimental data from the mutant protein. These data give us confidence that
the MTM is accurate.
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3.2.2 Protein properties at f = 0 and predictions for f 6= 0:
It is relevant to discuss CI2 and protein G’s properties when f = 0 since the
central hypothesis of this study is that the effect of solution conditions on proteins
under tension can be predicted by knowledge of solution condition effects on proteins
experiencing no external tension.
For both CI2 and protein G, we find that ∆GND(f = 0) is approximately lin-
ear as a function of temperature, urea, and TMAO concentration (data not shown),
while ∆GND(f = 0) as a function of pH is non-linear (Fig. 3.1). It is interest-
ing to note that CI2 and protein G show opposite ∆GND vs. pH behavior. For
CI2, decreasing pH monotonically destabilizes its native state (Fig. 3.1A), while
decreasing pH non-monotonically stabilizes protein G, having a maximum stability
at a pH value of 3.4 (Fig. 3.1B). Based on this, we predict that under external
tension, f1/2 values will be a linear function of temperature, urea and TMAO con-
centration, and non-linearly related to changes in pH. The stability of CI2’s SEs
change with solution conditions, however, the relative ordering of their midpoints of
denaturation or renaturation (such as T1/2, pH1/2, Urea1/2, TMAO1/2) are largely
unchanged by the means of denaturation (see Table 3.1), although some differences
exist. Based on this, we predict that the relative ordering of the SE’s f1/2 values
will also be unchanged when ∆ξ. Assuming the folding reaction is analogous to
a classical chemical reaction, we predict the proteins will exhibit Hammond-Leffler
behavior - with the transition state location shifting towards the native state when
the urea concentration or temperature increase, and shifting towards denatured val-
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Table 3.1: CI2’s denaturation and renaturation midpoints by temperature, pH, urea,
and TMAO at f = 0.







S23 341.7 4.6 5.1 1.2
S24 337.2 3.8 3.4 1.9
H1 343.8 3.8 6.6 1.0
H1 − all 340.3 Fld 4.7 1.5
H1 − S3 340.1 Fld 4.6 1.5
apH 3.5, 0 M cosolute
b302 K, 0 M cosolute
c325 K, pH 3.5
d350 K, pH 3.5
eThis structural element, and all of those labeled ‘Fld’, were folded under these solution condi-
tions.
ues when TMAO is added to solution. Such behavior has been previously observed
in the mechanical unfolding of RNA hairpins at various temperatures [80].
3.2.3 Urea facilitates mechanical unfolding, TMAO counteracts it,
pH effects are protein dependent:
The native state stability of CI2 and protein G, as a function of f and T ,
are shown in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3, respectively. For both CI2 and protein G
we find that increasing TMAO concentration counteracts force unfolding (for CI2
compare Figs. 3.2D to 3.2A, and for protein G compare Figs. 3.3D to 3.3A),
while increasing urea concentration facilitates force denaturation (for CI2 compare
Figs. 3.2C to 3.2A, and for protein G compare Figs. 3.3C to 3.3A). These results
are in line with the well-known denaturing effect of urea and stabilizing effect of
TMAO, and their effect on native stability at f = 0. While naively one might
expect that ∆G(f 6= 0, [C]) = ∆G(f = 0, [0])+m[C], we show below that this is an
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Figure 3.2: The native state stability of CI2 as a function of force and temperature
under various solution conditions. Unless otherwise stated, the solution conditions
in all panels correspond to 0 M cosolutes and a pH of 3.5. In (a) pH=1.0, (c) 6 M
urea is added to solution, and in (d) 6 M TMAO is added to solution.
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approximation. The m-value is not constant. It is in fact a function of f , and its
dependence cannot be easily anticipated from its value measured at f = 0.
pH effects on the f − T phase diagram differ dramatically between CI2 and
protein G. For CI2, increasing pH counteracts force unfolding by stabilizing the
native state (compare Figs. 3.2A and 3.2B), while for protein G, increasing pH
destabilizes the NSE (when pH > 3.4) allowing smaller mechanical forces to unfold
the protein (compare Figs. 3.3A and 3.3B). These divergent pH effects on mechanical
unfolding are particularly clear when the native state stability is plotted as a function
of f and pH (Fig. 3.4).
3.2.4 f1/2 is a linear function of temperature and urea concentration
and is non-linear with pH:
For both CI2 and protein G, the midpoint unfolding force (f1/2), behaves
linearly over a wide temperature range (280 K to 320 K) and urea concentration
range (Figs. 3.5A and 3.5B). Increasing temperature or urea leads to smaller f1/2
values for both proteins. f1/2 as a function of pH is non-linear (Figs. 3.5A and
3.5B). At high (pH > 5) and low (pH < 2) pH values, f1/2 is largely unchanged. At
intermediate pH values (2 < pH < 5) f1/2 increases for CI2 (Fig. 3.5A) - correlating
with its increased native stability (Fig. 3.1A). For protein G, at these intermediate
pH values, f1/2 is non-monotonic - with the maximum f1/2 value occurring at a pH
value of 3.4, the same pH at which the maximum native state stability occurs when
f = 0 (Fig. 3.1B).
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Figure 3.3: The native state stability of protein G as a function of force and tem-
perature under various solution conditions. Unless otherwise stated, the solution
conditions in all panels correspond to 0 M cosolutes and a pH of 2.3. In (b) pH=6,
(c) 6 M urea is added to solution, and in (c) 6 M TMAO is added to solution.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: The native state stability of (a) CI2 and (b) protein G as a function of
force and pH at 0 M cosolutes and TS is 302 K and 317 K for CI2 and protein G,
respectively.
3.2.5 The change in transition state location exhibits Hammond-
Leffler behavior:
According to the Hammond-Leffler postulate [100], the transition state (TS)
should resemble the least stable species in the reaction. For proteins under tension,
this implies that the location of the TS, denoted xTS and defined as the x-value at
which F (x) is a maximum, should shift towards native state x-values when solution
conditions destabilize the native state. Below we examine how changes in tempera-
ture, urea, TMAO and pH shift xTS while protein G and CI2 are under an applied
external tension.
Temperature: For both proteins, xTS shifts towards the native state with in-
creasing temperature (Figs. 3.6A and 3.6B). For example, for CI2 (protein G) at 0
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Figure 3.5: The midpoint unfolding force (f1/2) versus pH, urea, or TMAO (lower
abscissa) and temperature (upper abscissa) for (a) CI2 and (b) protein G. Unless
otherwise stated, the solution conditions for CI2 are 302 K, pH 3.5 and 0 M cosolutes,
and for protein G the conditions are 317 K, pH 2.3, and 0 M cosolute.
M cosolute and pH 3.5 (2.3), increasing the temperature from 290 K to 330 K shifts
xTS from 70 Å (30 Å) to 27 Å (27.5 Å). CI2 exhibits a much larger change in xTS
than protein G. This is due in part to a two-step force unfolding mechanism that
CI2 undergoes at temperatures below 305 K. This two stage mechanical unfolding is
indicated by the F (x) profile at 285 K (Fig. 3.6C), which exhibits two plateaus for
x > 20 Å. The fraction of native contacts for the various SE’s (QSE, Fig. 3.7) indi-
cate that at these low temperatures the transition from the native basin to the first
plateau (located between 25 and 55 Å) corresponds to the unfolding of β-strands
2-3, 2-4 and loss of tertiary interactions between helix 1 and β-strand 3. The tran-
sition to the second plateau (located at x > 70 Å) corresponds to the unfolding of
the rest of the SE’s in the protein. At temperatures higher than 305 K the force
unfolding of CI2 is a one-step ‘all-or-none’ transition as indicated by the two-basin
F (x) profile (Fig. 3.6C) and the decrease in dispersity of QSE vs. x (Fig. 3.7).
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The mechanical unfolding of protein G on the other hand is an all-or-none process
at all temperatures (Fig. 3.6B), leading to smaller shifts in xTS. Thus, xTS clearly
exhibits Hammond-Leffler behavior as a function of temperature. The magnitude
of these shifts are dependent in part on the presence of metastable states along the
mechanical unfolding pathway, which can lead to non-continuous changes in xTS as
observed for CI2.
pH, Urea and TMAO: For CI2, acidic pH’s shift xTS towards the native state
by up to 43 Å while increases in urea concentration can shift xTS by a similar
magnitude (Fig. 3.6A). For protein G, urea shifts xTS by up to 8 Å towards the
native state at concentrations above 2 M. pH has no effect on xTS for protein G.
TMAO is found to have a large effect on xTS for both protein G and CI2, shifting
xTS towards the denatured state by up to 15 Å and 42 Å respectively. These results
are in accord with the Hammond-Leffler postulate.
3.2.6 The rank ordering of f1/2 for various structural elements is
largely unchanging with solution conditions:
We characterize the relative mechanical stability of various SE’s by computing
their f1/2 values at various solution conditions. (Table 3.2 and 3.3). For protein
G we find that while the magnitude of f1/2 values change with solution conditions
(Table 3.2), the relative ordering of f1/2 between various SE’s does not. The only
exception to this finding is the f1/2 for protein G’s helix (denoted f
H
1/2). At pH 7
fH1/2 is smaller in magnitude than all other SE’s f1/2 values. At the other solution
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Figure 3.6: The transition state location versus pH, urea, or TMAO (lower abscissa)
and temperature (upper abscissa) for (a) CI2, under a constant force f = 8.34 pN,
and (b) protein G, at f = 4.2 pN. In both (a) and (b) Blue diamonds, red squares,
black circles, and green triangles correspond, respectively to data for temperature,
urea, pH and TMAO. The free energy profile as a function of x (F (x)) for CI2
at f = 8.34 is shown in (c) at several different temperatures and for protein G at
f = 4.2 pN, F (x) is shown in (d).
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Table 3.2: Midpoint unfolding force (f1/2) of protein G’s structural elements under various solution conditions
f1/2 (pN)
Structural element Standarda 317→325 K 2.3→7.0 pH 0→3.0 M urea 0→3.0 M TMAO
S12 7.2 5.1 5.8 3.6 12.2
S14 7.2 5.0 5.8 3.5 12.2
S34 7.2 5.0 5.6 3.5 12.2
Helix (H) 7.4 5.2 4.5 3.9 12.4
H − S12 7.2 5.1 5.9 3.6 12.2
H − S34 7.2 5.1 5.8 3.6 12.2
aSolution conditions of T =317 K, pH=2.3, 0 M osmolytes.
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Table 3.3: Midpoint unfolding force (f1/2) of CI2’s structural elements under various solution conditions
f1/2 (pN)
Structural element Standarda 302→325 K 3.5→1.0 pH 0→3.0 M urea 0→3.0 M TMAO
S12 10.7 6.2 8.2 8.9 >13.9
b
S23 10.8 6.3 Unf
c 8.9 >13.9
S24 10.5 5.6 Unf 8.5 >13.9
H1 − all 10.7 6.2 8.1 8.9 >13.9
H1 − S3 10.7 6.1 7.6 8.9 >13.9
aSolution conditions of T =302 K, pH=3.5, 0 M osmolytes.
bThis structural element remained folded in the range of pulling forces (0-13.9 pN) applied in this study.
cUnfolded under these solution conditions, i.e. f1/2 = 0 pN.
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Figure 3.7: The fraction of native contacts for various structural elements (QSE) of
CI2 as a function of the distance between the N-terminus and C-terminus projected
on to the x-axis (the direction of pulling) at (a) 280 K and (b) 320 K.
conditions listed in Table 3.2 fH1/2 is larger than all other SE f1/2 values.
We find similar results for CI2, the rank ordering of the SE’s remains essentially
the same under all solution conditions (Table 3.3). One exception occurs when the
pH is changed from a value of 3.5 to 1.0. In this instance, the f1/2 values of SE’s S23
and S24 are equal to 0, that is they are unfolded at all forces, under these solution
conditions. At the other solution conditions listed in Table 3.3 these SE’s have f1/2
values that are similar in magnitude to the other SE’s. These results suggest that
the unfolding pathways of proteins under tension may show greater dispersity with
pH changes than with changes in temperature or osmolyte concentration. Thus,
while changing ξ can modify the mechanical stability of SE’s, in most instances the
relative rank ordering between them does not change.
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Table 3.4: Urea and TMAO m-values at various forces (m ≡ (∆GND([C]) −
∆GND([0]))/[C])
Urea m-valuea TMAO m-value
Force (pN) CI2b protein Gc CI2d protein Ge
0.0 0.50 0.79 -1.31 -1.47
1.4 0.51 0.79 -1.34 -1.49
2.8 0.54 0.80 -1.39 -1.53
4.2 0.58 0.82 -1.44 -1.57
7.0 0.69 0.85 -1.49 -1.64
8.3 0.73 0.86 -1.47 -1.66
am-values are in units of kcal M−1 mol−1
bCI2’s urea m-value was computed at T = 302 K and pH 3.5
cProtein G’s urea m-value was computed at 317 K and pH 2.3
dCI2’s TMAO m-value was computed at 340 K and pH 3.5
eProtein G’s TMAO m-value was computed at 340 K and pH 2.3
3.2.7 The m-value increases with increasing f :
We now compute the m-values of CI2 and protein G at various values of f
to test the hypothesis that the m-value will increase as a function of f . The re-
sults, listed in Table 3.4, clearly show that the urea m-value does indeed increase
by as much as 46% and 9% for CI2 and protein G, respectively. This means that
under tension, these proteins are more susceptible to chemical denaturation. On
the other hand, TMAO m-values also increase in magnitude (Table 3.4) by as
much as 13%, indicating that under tension these proteins are more susceptible
to chemical renaturation. Plotting the total SASA (αT ) as a function of f (Fig.
3.8) shows that increasing f leads to greater SASA’s in the DSE. CI2 exhibits
much larger changes in αT under applied tension than protein G (Fig. 3.8). The
increase in SASA, according to the Tanford transfer model (TTM), explains the
positive correlation between the m-values and f . According to the TTM, greater
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SASA in the DSE leads to a greater interaction free energy between the protein
and solution, while the NSE’s SASA and interaction free energy are largely un-
changed by f . Thus, the difference in the protein-solvent interaction free energy
between the NSE and DSE increases with f . Therefore, proteins under higher ten-
sion will have larger changes in ∆∆GND(∆[C]) than proteins under lower tension,
i.e. ∆∆GND(∆[C], fHigh) > ∆∆GND(∆[C], flow), where fHigh > flow. From the
perspective of preferential binding theories, this is equivalent to saying that the
number of urea molecules bound to the DSE increases with increasing f due to
an increase in the number of binding sites in the DSE, while the number of urea
molecules bound to the NSE is largely unchanged.
3.3 Conclusions
We have shown that many of the effects of varying pH, osmolyte concentration,
and temperature on proteins under tension (f 6= 0) can be qualitatively predicted
based on knowledge of that protein’s properties at f = 0. The stabilizing effect of
TMAO was found to make mechanical unfolding more difficult by increasing f1/2,
while the denaturing effect of urea made mechanical unfolding easier. f1/2 had a
non-linear dependence on pH; acidic pH’s increased f1/2 for protein G and decreased
f1/2 for CI2. These results correlate with the behavior of ∆GND as a function of
these solution conditions when f = 0. In addition, we have shown that the transition
state location follows Hammond-Leffler behavior at all forces and solution conditions
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Figure 3.8: The total solvent accessible surface area (αT ) of CI2 versus the applied
external force f . The average, DSE and NSE αT are shown as black, green and red
lines respectively. (Upper left panel) The difference in SASA between the NSE and




T ) versus f . All data is at 302 K, pH 3.5, and 0 M cosolutes.
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studied.
Perhaps one of the most surprising results is that the m-value can change
significantly with f , increasing by as much as 46%. This large change in the m-
value when f > 0 is due to a more extended DSE with greater SASA. We predict
that larger proteins will exhibit even greater absolute changes in m-values since
m-values, on average, are proportional to the number of amino-acids in a protein
[101].
These results are relevant to cellular machinery such as chaperones, translo-
cons, and proteosomes, which may mechanically unfold proteins [81, 82, 83, 84,
85, 86]. They suggest that low concentrations of urea (or another incompatible
osmolyte) may make it easier for these machines to do their jobs, whereas the pres-
ence of counteracting osmolytes (such as TMAO) may make it harder to force unfold
proteins in the cell.
We have also extended the capabilities of the MTM to model pH effects on
proteins. We showed that the MTM can accurately reproduce the ∆GND vs. pH
profile of CI2. The MTM is useful because it not only can predict quantities that can
be directly compared to experiment but also offers a molecular level interpretation
of these phenomena based on the simulation structures it utilizes.
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3.4 Methods
3.4.1 CI2 and protein G models:
We model the 65 residue protein CI2 and 56 residue protein G using the Cα
side chain model (Cα − SCM) [59]. Details of the Cα − SCM have been published
elsewhere [95], we briefly describe the model here. In the Cα−SCM each amino acid
is represented as two interaction sites. One interaction site is located at the α carbon
position of the backbone. If the amino acid has a side chain, the other interaction
site is located at the side chain center-of-mass. The Cα − SCM is a Go model [6],
side chains that are in contact or backbone groups that form hydrogen bonds in
the crystal structure have attractive non-bonded Lennard-Jones interactions while
all other non-bonded interactions are repulsive. Sequence dependent effects are
modeled using non-bonded interaction parameters that are a function of the amino
acid pairs that are interacting. In addition, the excluded volume of an amino acid
side chain is proportional to its experimentally measured partial molar volume in
solution. We use the crystal structures with PDB codes 2CI2 [102] and 1GB1 [103]
for CI2 and protein G respectively.
3.4.2 The Molecular Transfer Model for osmolyte and pH effects on
proteins under tension:
The MTM [95] utilizes protein conformations from the Cα − SCM simula-
tions, experimentally measured, or theoretically computed, amino acid transfer free
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energies and the Weighted Histogram Equations [37] to predict how changes in os-
molyte type, osmolyte concentration, or pH effect the thermodynamic properties of
a protein. The MTM equation is












where Z([Ci], pH2, T, f) is the partition function under the solution condition of
interest. A given solution condition is uniquely defined by the type of osmolyte (i)
and its concentration ([Ci]) in solution and the pH and temperature (T ) of solution.
In Eq. 3.2, R is the number of independent simulated trajectories, nk is the number
of saved protein conformations from the kth simulation, Ak,t is the value of protein
property A for the tth conformation, β = 1/kBT , where kB is Boltzmann’s constant
and T is the temperature. The potential energy EP of the t
th conformation from the
kth simulation in the presence of osmolyte i at concentration [Ci], pH2, and under
external force f is EP (k, t, [Ci], pH2, f) = EP (k, t, [0], pH1) + ∆Gtr(k, t, [Ci], pH1) +
∆Gtr(k, t, [0], pH2) − fx(k, t), where EP (k, t, [0], pH1) is the potential energy of the
system at 0 M osmolyte and pH1, i.e. the osmolyte and pH conditions under which
the simulations are carried out in this study. ∆Gtr(k, t, [Ci], pH1) is the free energy
cost of transferring the tth conformation in the kth simulation from 0 M to [Ci] at
pH1, and ∆Gtr(k, t, [0], pH2) is the free energy of transferring that conformation
from pH1 to pH2 at 0 M osmolyte. f is the applied force constant and x is the
end-to-end distance vector of the protein projected onto the x-axis - the direction of
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the applied force. In the denominator of Eq. 3.2, nm and Fm are, respectively, the
number of conformations and the free energy of the mth simulation. Fm is solved for
self consistently at the simulated solution conditions as described in reference [37].
To estimate ∆Gtr(k, t, [Ci], pH1) we use the Tanford Transfer Model (TTM)
[32, 27] and assume that ∆Gtr(k, t, [Ci], pH1) is independent of pH (i.e. ∆Gtr(k, t, [Ci], pH1) →
∆Gtr(k, t, [Ci]). In the TTM the free energy cost of transferring the l
th protein con-



















where the summations are over the side chain (S) and backbone (B) groups of
different amino acid types in the protein, nk is the number of amino acid residues of
type k(= ala, gly, arg, etc.), and δgSk and δg
B
k are the transfer free energies of the side
chain and backbone group of amino acid type k, respectively [26, 62]. The average
solvent accessible surface areas of the side chain and backbone group of amino acid
type k are αSi,k and α
B
i,k, respectively, and α
S
k,G−k−G is the solvent accessible surface
area of the side chain and backbone in the tripeptide Glycine − k − Glycine. The
values αk,G−k−G for the side chain and backbone groups (Eq. 3.4) are taken from
[95]. For the osmolytes considered here (urea and TMAO) we use the experimentally
measured δgk data reported in [28]. To estimate δgk at osmolyte concentrations that
were not experimentally measured, we use a linear extrapolation [21, 77, 95].
To estimate ∆Gtr(k, t, [0], pH2) we use a model developed by Tanford and
coworkers [32] in which the free energy of transferring a titratible group k in con-
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Table 3.5: pKa values of titratible side chains in the native and denatured states
CI2a protein Gb
Number Residue pKNa pK
D





4 Glu 2.9 4.0 15 Glu 4.4 4.0
7 Glu 2.9 4.0 19 Glu 3.7 4.0
14 Glu 3.5 4.0 22 Asp 2.9 3.6
15 Glu 2.8 4.0 27 Glu 4.5 4.0
23 Asp 2.4 3.6 36 Asp 3.8 3.6
26 Glu 3.65 4.0 40 Asp 4.0 3.6
41 Glu 3.14 4.0 42 Glu 4.4 4.0
45 Asp 3.6 3.6 46 Asp 3.6 3.6
52 Asp 2.5 3.6 47 Asp 3.4 3.6
55 Asp 4.95 3.6 56 Glu 4.0 4.0
aValues taken from [99].
bValues taken from [97].
formation l of the protein from a solution at pH1 to pH2 is





10pH1 + ΘN(l)10pKN,k + ΘD(l)10pKD,k
]
, (3.5)
where ΘN(l) and ΘD(l) are Heaviside step functions that identify a conformation l
as being either native or denatured. ΘN(l) (ΘD(l)) is one if conformation l is native
(denatured) and zero otherwise. pKN,k and pKD,k are the pKa values for group k in
the native and denatured states respectively. We use pKN,k values that have been
determined experimentally [99, 97] and list them in Table 3.5. Details on defining
native and denatured conformations are given below. The second step is to sum up
the δgk,l to compute ∆Gtr(k, t, [0], pH2)(=
∑Nk
k=1 δgk,l).
3.4.3 Limitations of the MTM:
A number of assumptions underly the MTM including the temperature inde-
pendence of ∆Gtr(k, t, [Ci], pH1) and ∆Gtr(k, t, [0], pH2), the pH (osmolyte) inde-
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pendence of ∆Gtr(k, t, [Ci], pH1) (∆Gtr(k, t, [0], pH2)), and constant pKa values for
the NSE and DSE. While violations of these assumptions can lead to disagreement
between MTM predictions and experiment, the excellent agreement observed previ-
ously [95] and in this study at specific solution conditions gives us confidence that, at
a minimum, the MTM predictions will be in qualitative agreement with experiment.
A number of assumptions are inherent to the Tanford models for osmolytes and pH,
see references [26] and [32, 35] for a detailed discussion of these assumptions.
3.4.4 Simulation details:
We use Hamiltonian Replica Exchange (HREX) [36, 104] in the canonical
(NVT) ensemble to obtain equilibrium simulations of CI2 and protein G under con-
stant force applied in the positive x-direction to the C-terminal Cα bead of the
protein. The N-terminal Cα bead is held fixed at the origin. In this HREX sim-
ulation, independent trajectories (replicas) are simulated at different temperatures
and under different forces using Langevin dynamics [105] with a damping coefficient
of 0.8 ps−1 and an integration time-step of 6 fs. We use the program CHARMM
(version c33b2) to simulate the time evolution of the replicas [106]. Every 5,000
(7,000) integration time-steps CI2’s (protein G’s) system coordinates are saved for
each replica and then exchanged, either between neighboring temperatures or be-
tween neighboring external forces (Hamiltonians) according to exchange criteria that
preserve detailed balance [36]. 90,000 exchanges, alternating between temperature
and force exchanges, were attempted. The first 10,000 exchanges were discarded to
allow for equilibration.
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For CI2, five temperature windows (300, 317, 330, 345, 380 K) and eight force
constants (f = 0.00, 0.35, 3.47, 8.68, 9.03, 9.38, 9.73, 10.42, 13.89 pN) were used for a
total of forty replicas. For protein G four temperature windows (310, 320, 330, 370
K) and ten force constants (f = 0.00, 0.35, 1.60, 2.85,4.10, 5.35, 6.60, 7.85, 9.10, 10.42, 13.89
pN) were used for a total of forty replicas. Swap acceptance ratios of between 10
and 40% were achieved in the MHREX runs.
3.4.5 Analysis:
A protein conformation is defined to be native if the root-mean-squared-
distance (RMSD) of its Cα beads are within 5 Å, for protein G, or 11 Å, for CI2, of
the corresponding Cα atoms in the crystal structure after a least squares minimiza-
tion alignment is performed. A conformation is considered denatured if its RMSD >
5 Å for protein G and > 11 Å for CI2. CI2’s larger RMSD cutoff is due to disordered
random coil regions in the NSE (see Fig. 3.1A). The solvent accessible surface area
of a conformation, used in Eq. 3.4, is computed analytically using a probe radius of
1.4 Å in the program CHARMM [106].
Two-dimensional native state stability diagrams (e.g. ∆GND(f, T ), etc.) are
computed by rewriting Eq. 3.2 into the probability of being folded as a function of
f and T as














and using ∆GNU(f, T ) = −kBT ln(PN (f, T )/(1 − PN(f, T ))). All terms in Eq. 3.6
are the same as in Eq. 3.2 except we use the Heaviside step function ΘN(k, t), which
is one if conformation (k, t) is native (see above) and zero otherwise. f1/2 values
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were determined by solving for the f value at which PN(f, ξ) ≈ 0.5.
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Chapter 4
How accurate are polymer models in the analysis of FRET
experiments on proteins?
4.1 Introduction
Much of our understanding of how proteins fold comes from experiments in
which folding is initiated from an ensemble of unfolded molecules whose structures
are hard to characterize [107]. In many experiments, the initial structures of the
denatured state ensemble (DSE) are prepared by adding an excess amount of de-
naturants or by raising the temperature above the melting temperature (Tm) of the
protein [3]. Theoretical studies have shown that folding mechanisms depend on the
initial conditions, i.e. the nature of the DSE [108]. Thus, a quantitative description
of protein folding mechanisms requires a molecular characterization of the DSE - a
task that is made difficult by the structural diversity of the ensemble of unfolded
states [53, 109].
In an attempt to probe the role of initial conditions on folding, single molecule
FRET experiments are being used to infer the properties of unfolded proteins. The
major advantage of these experiments is that they can measure the FRET efficiencies
of the DSE under solution conditions where the native state is stable. The aver-
age denaturant-dependent FRET efficiency 〈E〉 has been used to infer the global
properties of the polypeptide chain in the DSE as the external conditions are al-
tered. The properties of the DSE are inferred from 〈E〉 by assuming a polymer
model for the DSE, from which the root mean squared distance between two dyes
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attached at residues i and j along the protein sequence (Rij = 〈|ri − rj|〉), the dis-
tribution of the end-to-end distance P (R) (where R = |rN − r0|), the root mean
squared end-to-end distance (Ree = 〈R
2〉1/2), the root mean squared radius of




2 ), and the persistence length (lp) of the denatured protein
[110, 111, 55, 112, 113, 63, 114, 56, 64, 10] can be calculated.
In FRET experiments, donor (D) and acceptor (A) dyes are attached at two
locations along the protein sequence [115, 53], and hence can only provide informa-
tion about correlations between them. The efficiency of energy transfer E between
the D and A is equal to (1 + r6/R60)
−1, where r is the distance between the dyes,
and R0 is the dye-dependent Förster distance [115, 53]. Because of conformational
fluctuations, there is a distribution of r, P (r), which depends on external conditions
such as the temperature and denaturant concentration. As a result, the average






under most experimental conditions, due to the central limit theorem [116]. If the
dyes are attached to the ends of the chain, then P (r) = P (R). Even if 〈E〉 is known
accurately, the extraction of P (R) from the integral equation (Eq. 4.1) is fraught
with numerical instabilities. In applications to biopolymers, a functional form for
P (r) is assumed, and the parameters (a - the Kuhn length, lp, or Ree; see Table I) are
adjusted to satisfy the equality in Eq. 4.1 as closely as possible. Typically, P (R) is
modeled using the Worm-like Chain (WLC) or Gaussian chain polymer models. For
these models, and the Self-Avoiding Walk (SAW) chain model, the P (R) distribution
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functions are analytically known (see Table 4.1). Using this method (referred to as
the “standard procedure” in this article), several researchers have estimated Rg and
lp as a function of the external conditions for protein L [63, 64], Cold Shock Protein
(CspTm) [56], and Rnase H [115]. The justification for using homopolymer models
to analyze FRET data comes from the anecdotal comparison of the Rg measured
using X-ray scattering experiments and the extracted Rg from analysis of Eq. 4.1.
Here, we study an analytically solvable generalized Rouse model (GRM) [117]
and the Molecular Transfer Model (MTM) for protein L [95] to assess the accuracy
of using polymer models to solve Eq. 4.1. In the GRM, two monomers that are
not covalently linked interact through a harmonic potential that is truncated at a
distance c. The presence of the additional length scale, c, which reflects the in-
teraction between non-bonded beads, results in the formation of an ordered state
as the temperature (T ) is varied. For the GRM, P (R) can be analytically calcu-
lated, and hence the reliability of the standard procedure to solve Eq. 4.1 can be
unambiguously established. We find that the accuracy of the polymer models in
extracting the exact values in the GRM depends on the location of the monomers
that are constrained by the harmonic interaction. Using coarse-grained simulations
of protein L, we show that the error between the exact quantity and that inferred
using the standard procedure depends on the property of interest. For example,
the inferred end-to-end distribution P (R) is in qualitative, but not quantitative
agreement with the exact P (R) distribution obtained from accurate simulations. In
general, the DSE of protein L is better characterized by the SAW polymer model
than the Gaussian chain model.
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We propose that the accuracy of the popular Gaussian model can be assessed
by measuring 〈E〉 with dyes attached at multiple sites in a protein [118, 119, 56].
If the DSE can be described by a Gaussian chain, then the parameters extracted
by attaching the dyes at position i and j can be used to predict 〈E〉 for dyes at
other points. The proposed self-consistency test shows that the Gaussian model
only qualitatively accounts for the experimental data of CspTm, simulation results
for protein L, and the exact analysis of the GRM.
4.2 Results and Discussion
We present the results and discussion in three sections. In the first and second
sections we examine the accuracy of the standard procedure in accurately inferring
the properties of the denatured state of the GRM and protein L models. The
third section presents results of the Gaussian Self-consistency Test applied to these
models. We also analyze experimental data for CspTm to assess the extent to which
the DSE deviates from a Gaussian chain.
4.2.1 GRM
The Generalized Rouse model (GRM) is a simple modification of the Gaussian
chain with N bonds and Kuhn length a0, which includes a single, non-covalent bond
between two monomers at positions s1 and s2 (Fig. 4.1). The monomers at s1 and s2
interact with a truncated harmonic potential with spring constant k, with strength
κ = kc2/2, where c is the distance at which the interaction vanishes (Eq. 4.4). The
GRM minimally represents a two state system, with a clear demarcation between
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Figure 4.1: Top figures shows a schematic sketch of the GRM, with the donor and
acceptor at the endpoints, represented by the green spheres, and the interacting
monomers at s1 and s2 represented by the red spheres. In the ordered configuration,
the monomers at s1 and s2 are tightly bound. The bottom figure shows the exact and
the inferred end-to-end distribution functions P (r) for interior interactions (∆s =
31). The blue lines correspond to the Gaussian chain model, light green lines to the
SAW, and the symbols to the exact GRM distribution. Dashed lines and red circles
are for βκ = 6.6, while solid lines and red squares correspond to βκ = 2. In the
inset we show the fraction of ordered states as a function of βκ. Note that 75% of
the structures are ordered at βκ = 6.6, yet the inferred Gaussian P (r) is in excellent
agreement with the exact result.
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ordered (with |r(s2) − r(s1)| ≤ c) and disordered (with |r(s2) − r(s1)| > c) states.
Unlike other polymer models (see Table I), which are characterized by a single
length scale, the GRM is described by a0 and the energy scale κ. For βκ → 0 (the
high temperature limit, where β = 1/kBT ), the simple Gaussian chain is recovered
(see Methods for details). By varying βκ, a disorder → order transition can be
induced (see Fig. 4.1). The presence of the interaction between monomers s1 and
s2 approximately mimics persistence of structure in the DSE of proteins. If the
fraction of ordered states, fO, exceeds 0.5 (Fig. 4.1 inset), we assume that the
residual structure is present with high probability. The exact analysis of the GRM
when |r(s2) − r(s1)| ≤ c allows us to examine the effect of structure in the DSE on
the global properties of unfolded states.
Because 〈E〉 can be calculated exactly for the GRM (see Eq. 4.5), it can be
used to quantitatively study the accuracy of solving Eq. 4.1 using the standard
procedure [110, 113, 63, 56, 64]. Given the best fit for the Gaussian chain (Kuhn
length a), WLC (persistence length lp), and SAW (average end-to-end distance
Ree), many quantities of interest can be inferred (P (R) or Rg, for example), and
compared with the exact results for the GRM. The extent to which the exact and
inferred properties deviate, due to the additional single energy scale in the GRM, is
an indication of the accuracy of the standard procedure used to analyze Eq. 4.1.
4.2.1.1 P (R) is accurately inferred using the Gaussian polymer model:
If the interacting monomers are located near the endpoints of the chain, the
end-to-end distribution function is bimodal, with a clear distinction between the
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ordered and disordered regions [117]. However, if the monomers s1 and s2 are in
the interior of the chain, the two-state behavior is obscured because the distribution
function becomes unimodal. In Fig. 4.1, we show the exact and inferred P (R)
functions for a chain with N = 63, a0 = 3.8Å, c = 2a0, and |s2 − s1| = (N − 1)/2 =
31. We take the Förster distance (Eq. 4.1) R0 = 23Å〈R
2〉
1/2
κ=0 for the GRM. The
distributions are unimodal for both weakly (βκ = 2) and strongly (βκ = 6.6)
interacting monomers.
The strength of the interaction is most clearly captured with the fraction of
conformations in the ordered state, fO, with fO = 0.25 for the weakly interacting
chain and fO = 0.75 for the strongly interacting chain (inset of Fig. 4.1). The
inferred Gaussian distribution functions are in excellent agreement with the exact
result. Because of the underlying Gaussian Hamiltonian in the GRM, the rather
poor agreement in the inferred SAW distribution seen in Fig 4.1 is to be expected.
We also note that the GRM is inherently flexible, so that the WLC and Gaussian
chains produce virtually identical distributions.
4.2.1.2 The accuracy of the inferred Rg depends on the location of
the interaction:
The two-state nature of the GRM is obscured by the relatively long unstruc-
tured regions of the chain, similar to the effect seen in laser optical tweezer ex-
periments with flexible handles [117]. As a result, P (R) is well represented by
a Gaussian chain, with a smaller inferred Kuhn length, a ≤ a0 4.2. For large βκ,
where the ordered state is predominantly occupied and r(s2) ≈ r(s1), the end-to-end
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Figure 4.2: The inferred Kuhn length a as a function of βκ for the GRM. Ree mono-
tonically decreases a function of the interaction strength, leading to the decrease
in a/a0. The Kuhn length a reaches its limiting value of a ≈ a0
√
1 − ∆s/N when
fO ≈ 1.
distribution function is well approximated by a Gaussian chain with N ∗ = N − ∆s
bonds. Consequently, the single length scale for the Gaussian chain, decreases to
a ∼ a0
√
1 − ∆s/N ≈ 0.71a0 for large values of βκ (Fig. 4.2).
Because the two-state nature of the chain is obscured for certain values of
|s2 − s1|, the Gaussian chain gives an excellent approximation to the end-to-end
distribution function. However, the radius of gyration Rg is not as accurately ob-
tained using the Gaussian chain model, as shown in Fig. 4.3. The exact Rg for the
GRM reflects both the length scale a0 and the energy scale βκ, which can not be
fully described by the single inferred length scale a in the Gaussian chain. For the
GRM, Rg depends not only on the separation between the monomers ∆s, but also
explicitly on s1 (i.e. where the interaction is along the chain; see Fig. 4.3 and the
Methods section), which can not be captured by the Gaussian chain. If the interact-
ing monomers are in the middle of the chain (s1 = (N+1)/4 = 16 and ∆s = 31), the
inferred Rg is in excellent agreement with the exact result (Fig. 4.3). The relative
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the exact (symbols) and inferred (blue line) values of the
radius of gyration (Rg) as a function of βκ for ∆s = 31. Shown are Rg’s for the
GRM with s1 = 0 (open symbols) and s1 = 16 (filled symbols) for N = 63. The
structures in the ordered state are shown schematically. The Rg obtained using the
standard procedure is independent of s1, while the exact result is not. The inset
shows the relative errors between the inferred and exact values of Rg.
error in Rg (the difference between the inferred and exact values, divided by the
exact value) is no less than -2%. However, for interactions near the endpoint of the
chain, with s1 = 0 and the same ∆s = 31, the relative error between the inferred
and exact values of Rg is ∼ −14%. The large errors arise because the radius of
gyration depends on the behavior of all of the monomers, so that the energy scale
βκ plays a much larger role in the determination of Rg than Ree.
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4.2.2 Protein L
Protein L is a 64 residue protein (Fig. 4.4A) whose folding has been studied
by a variety of methods [71, 67, 65, 63, 64]. More recently, single molecule FRET
experiments have been used to probe changes in the DSE as the concentration of
GdmCl is increased from 0 to 7 M [63, 64]. From the measured GdmCl-dependent
〈E〉, the properties of the DSE, such as Ree, P (R), and Rg, were extracted by solving
Eq. 4.1, and assuming a Gaussian chain P (R) [63, 64]. To further determine the
accuracy of polymer models in the analysis of 〈E〉, we use simulations of protein L
in the same range of [C] as used in experiments [110, 112].
(a)























Figure 4.4: (a) A secondary structure representation of protein L in its native state.
Starting from the N-terminus, the residues are numbered 1 through 64. (b) The
average FRET efficiency between the various (i, j) residue pairs in protein L versus
GdmCl concentration. The 〈Eij〉 values, computed using MTM simulations, for
each (i, j) pair is indicated by the two numbers next to each line. For example, the
numbers ‘1-64’ beneath the black line indicates that i = 1 and j = 64. The solid
black line (lowest values of 〈E〉) is computed for the dyes at the endpoints.
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4.2.2.1 The average end-to-end distance is accurately inferred from
FRET data:
In a previous study [95], we showed that the predictions based on MTM simula-
tions for protein L are in excellent agreement with experiments. From the calculated
〈E〉 with the dyes at the endpoints (solid black line in Fig. 4.4B), which is in quan-
titative agreement with experimental measurements [95], we determine the model
parameter Ree or lp by assuming that the exact P (R) can be approximated by the
three polymer models in Table 4.1. Comparison of the exact value of Ree to the
inferred value RF , obtained using the simulation results for 〈E〉, shows good agree-
ment for all three polymer models (Fig. 4.5A). There are deviations between Ree
and RF at [C] > Cm, the midpoint of the folding transition. The maximum relative
error (see inset of Fig. 4.5A) we observe is about 10% at the highest concentration
of GdmCl. The SAW model provides the most accurate estimate of Ree at GdmCl
concentrations above Cm, with a relative error ≤ 0.05, and the Gaussian model
gives the least accurate values, with a relative error ≤ 0.10 (Fig. 4.5A). Due to
the relevance of excluded volume interaction in the DSE of real proteins, the better
agreement using the SAW is to be expected.
4.2.2.2 Polymer models do not give quantitative agreement with the
exact P (R):
The inferred distribution functions, PF (R)’s, obtained by the standard pro-
cedure at [C]=2 M and 6 M GdmCl differ from the exact results (Fig. 4.5B).
Surprisingly, the agreement between P (R) and PF (R) is worse at higher [C]. The
range of R explored and the width of the exact distribution are less than predicted
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Figure 4.5: (a) The root mean squared end-to-end distance (Ree) as a function of
GdmCl concentration for protein L. The average Ree (black circles) and the R for the
sub-population of the DSE (red squares) from simulations are shown. The values of
Ree inferred by solving Eq. (1) by the standard procedure using the Gaussian chain,
Worm Like Chain, and Self Avoiding polymer models are shown for comparison
(solid lines). The inset shows the relative errors between the exact and the values
inferred using the FRET efficiency for Ree versus GdmCl concentration are shown.
(b) Simulation results of the denatured state end-to-end distance distribution (P (R))
at 2.4 M GdmCl (solid red squares) and 6 M GdmCl (open red squares) and T=327.8
K are compared with P (R)s using the Gaussian chain, Worm Like Chain, and Self
Avoiding Walk polymer models are also shown at 2.4 M GdmCl (dashed lines) and
6 M GdmCl (solid lines).
by the polymer models. The Gaussian chain and the SAW models account only
for chain entropy, while the WLC only models the bending energy of the protein.
However, in protein L (and in other proteins) intra-molecular attractions are still
present even when [C]=6 M > Cm. As a result, the range of R explored in the
protein L simulations is expected to be less than in these polymer models. Only
at [C]/Cm >> 1 and/or at high T are proteins expected to be described by Flory
random coils. Our results show that although it is possible to use models that can
give a single quantity correctly (Ree, for example), the distribution functions are
less accurate. The results in Fig. 4.5B show that P (R), inferred from the polymer
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models, agrees only qualitatively with the exact P (R), with the SAW model being
the most accurate (Fig. 4.5B).
4.2.2.3 Inferred Rg and lp differ significantly from the exact values:
The solution of Eq. 4.1 using a Gaussian chain or WLC model yields a and
lp, from which Rg can be analytically calculated (Table 4.1). Figs. 4.6A and 4.6B,
which compare the FRET inferred Rg and lp with the corresponding values obtained
using MTM simulations, show that the relative errors are substantial. At high [C]
values the RFg deviates from Rg by nearly 25% if the Gaussian chain model is used
(Fig. 4.6A). The value of Rg ≈ 26 Å at [C]= 8 M while R
F
g using the Gaussian
chain model is ≈ 31 Å. In order to obtain reliable estimates of Rg, an accurate
calculation of the distance distribution between all the heavy atoms in a protein
is needed. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that errors in the inferred P (R)
are propagated, leading to a poor estimate of internal distances, thus resulting in a
larger error in Rg. A similar inference can be drawn about the persistence length
obtained using polymer models (Fig. 4.6B). Plotting lFp as a function of [C] (Fig.
4.6B), against lp = Ree/2L, shows that lp is overestimated at concentrations above
1 M GdmCl, with the error increasing as [C] increases. The error is less when the
Gaussian chain model is used.
4.2.3 Gaussian Self-consistency test shows the DSE is non-Gaussian:
The extent to which the Gaussian chain accurately describes the ensemble
of conformations that are sampled at different values of the external conditions
(temperature or denaturants) can be assessed by performing a self-consistency test.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Comparison of Rg from direct simulations of protein L and that
obtained by solving Eq. (1) using the Gaussian chain, and Worm Like Chain polymer
models. The inset shows the relative errors as a function of GdmCl concentration.
(b) Same as (a) except the figure is for lp.
A property of a Gaussian chain is that if the average root mean square distance,
Rij, between two monomers i and j is known then Rkl, the distance between any









Thus, if the conformations of a protein (or a polymer) can be modeled as a Gaussian
chain, then Rij inferred from the FRET efficiency 〈Eij〉 should accurately predict
Rkl and the FRET efficiency 〈Ekl〉, if the dyes were to be placed at monomers k and
l. We refer to this criterion as the Gaussian self-consistency (GSC) test, and the
extent to which the predicted Rkl from Eq. 4.2 deviates from the exact Rkl reflects
deviations from the Gaussian model description of the DSE.
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Figure 4.7: Gaussian Self-consistency test using (a) the FRET efficiency and (b) the
average end-to-end distance for the GRM with fO = 0.75 and interaction sites at
s1 = 16 and s2 = 47. In both (a) and (b) the solid lines are the inferred properties
and the open symbols are the exact values. In both (a) and (b), j = 0 and the blue,
magenta, and green lines correspond to a dye at i = 20, 40, and 60, respectively.
The insets show the relative error for 〈Ekl〉 and Rkl. Note that the relative error
would be zero if the Gaussian chain accurately modeled the GRM.
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4.2.3.1 GRM:
For the GRM, with a non-bonded interaction between monomers s1 and s2,
we calculate 〈Eij〉 using Eq. 4.8 with j fixed at 0 and for i = 20, 40, and 60. Using
the exact results for 〈Eij〉, the values of Rij are inferred assuming that P (r) is a
Gaussian chain. From the inferred Rij the values of 〈Ekl〉 and Rkl can be calculated
using Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. We first apply the GSC test to a GRM in
which fO ≈ 0.75 due to a favorable interaction between monomers s1 = 16 and
s2 = 47. There are discrepancies between the values of the Gaussian inferred (R
G
kl)
and exact Rkl distances, as well as the inferred (〈E
G
kl〉) and exact 〈Eij〉 efficiencies
when a Gaussian model is used (Fig. 4.7). The relative errors in the predicted
values of the FRET efficiency and the inter-dye distances can be as large as 30-40%,
depending on the choice of i and j (see insets in Fig. 4.7). The errors decrease as fO
decreases, with a maximum error of 20% when fO = 0.5, and 10% when fO = 0.25
(data not shown). By construction, the GRM is a Gaussian chain when fO = 0 and
therefore the relative errors will vanish at sufficiently small βκ (Fig. 4.7 insets).
These results show that even for the GRM, with only one non-bonded interaction
in an otherwise Gaussian chain, its DSE cannot be accurately described using a
Gaussian chain model. Thus, even if the overall end-to-end distribution P (r) for
the GRM is well approximated as a Gaussian (as seen in Fig. 4.1), the internal Rkl
monomer pair distances can deviate from predictions of the Gaussian chain model.
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Figure 4.8: The Gaussian self consistency test applied to simulated DSE 〈Eij〉 data
of protein L using the (i, j) pairs listed in Fig. 4.4B. Shown are the relative errors
at (a) 2.0 M GdmCl and (b) 7.5 M GdmCl. In both (a) and (b), green circles
correspond to |i− j| = 13, orange circles to |i− j| = 16, blue squares to |i− j| = 19,
brown circles to |i − j| = 29, cyan ∗ to |i − j| = 30, red diamonds to |i − j| = 34,
violet triangles to |i − j| = 44, grey triangles to |i − j| = 50, and magenta x’s to
|i− j| = 54.
4.2.3.2 Protein L:
We apply the GSC test to our simulations of protein L at GdmCl concentra-
tions of [C]=2.0 M (below Cm=2.4M) and [C]=7.5 M (well above Cm). While our
simulations allow us to compute the DSE 〈Eij〉 for all possible (i, j) pairs, we exam-
ine only a subset of 〈Eij〉 as a function of GdmCl concentration (Fig. 4.4B). We use
this subset of 〈Eij〉 in the GSC test. The results are shown in Figs. 4.8A and 4.8B.
Relative errors in 〈Ekl〉 as large as 36% at 2.0 M GdmCl and 50% at 7.5 M GdmCl
are found. In addition, the number of data points that underestimate 〈Ekl〉 increases
as [C] is changed from 7.5 M to 2.0 M for |k − l| < 20. Despite these differences,
the gross features in Figs. 4.8A and 4.8B are concentration independent. Because
the error does not vanish for all (k, l) pairs (Figs. 4.8A and 4.8B), we conclude that
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the DSE of protein L cannot be modeled as a Gaussian chain.
4.2.3.3 The GSC test applied to experimental data:
In an interesting single molecule experiment, Schuler and coworkers have mea-
sured FRET efficiencies by attaching donor and acceptor dyes to pairs of residues
at five different locations of a CspTm [56]. They analyzed the data by assuming
that the DSE properties can be mimicked using a Gaussian chain model. We used
the GSC test to predict 〈Ekl〉 for dyes separated by |k− l| along the sequence using
the experimentally measured values 〈Eij〉.
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Figure 4.9: The Gaussian Self-consistency test applied to experimental data from
CspTm. One dye was placed at one endpoint, and the location of the other was
varied. We show relative error of the predicted 〈E〉, using Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2, versus
the distance between the dyes (|k− l|) for [C]=2M (a) and 5M (b). In both (a) and
(b), triangles correspond to |i− j| = 33, x’s to |i− j| = 45, diamonds to |i− j| = 46,
squares to |i − j| = 57, and circles to |i − j| = 65. The trends in Figs. (7) and(8)
are similar.
The relative error in 〈Ekl〉 (Eq. 4.2) should be zero if CspTm can be accurately
modeled as a Gaussian chain. However, there are significant deviations (up to 17%)
between the predicted and experimental values (Fig. 4.9). The relative error is fairly
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insensitive to the denaturant concentration (compare Figs. 4.9A and 4.9B). It is
interesting to note that the trends in Fig. 4.9 are qualitatively similar to the relative
errors in the GRM at fO > 0. Based on these observations we conclude tentatively
that whenever the DSE is ordered to some extent (i.e., when there is persistent
residual structure) then we expect deviations from a homopolymer description of
the DSE of proteins. At the very least, the GSC test should be routinely used to
assess errors in the modeling of the DSE as a Gaussian chain.
4.3 Conclusions
In order to assess the accuracy of polymer models to infer the properties of
the DSE of proteins from measurement of FRET efficiencies, we studied two models
for which accurate calculations of all the equilibrium properties can be carried out.
Introduction of a non-bonded interaction between two monomers in a Gaussian chain
(the GRM) leads to an disorder-order transition as the temperature is lowered. The
presence of ‘residual structure’ in the GRM allows us to clarify its role in the use of
the Gaussian chain model to fit the accurately calculated FRET efficiency. Similarly,
we have used the MTM model for protein L to calculate precisely the denaturant-
dependent 〈E〉 from which we extracted the global properties of the DSE by solving
Eq. 4.1 using the P (R)’s for the polymer models in Table I. Quantitative comparison
of the exact values of a number of properties of the DSE (obtained analytically for
the GRM and accurately using simulations for protein L) and the values inferred
from 〈E〉 has allowed us to assess the accuracy with which polymer models can be
used to analyze the experimental data. The major findings and implications of our
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study are listed below.
(1) The polymer models, in conjunction with the measured 〈E〉, can accurately
predict values of Ree, the average end-to-end distance. However, P (R), lp, and Rg
are not quantitatively reproduced. For the GRM, Rg is underestimated, whereas it
is overestimated for protein L. The simulations show that the absolute value of the
relative error in the inferred Rg can be nearly 25% at elevated GdmCl concentration.
(2) We propose a simple self consistency test to determine the ability of the
Gaussian chain model to correctly infer the properties of the DSE of a polymer. Be-
cause the Gaussian chain depends only on a single length scale, the FRET efficiency
can be predicted for varying dye positions once 〈E〉 is accurately known for one set
of dye positions. The GSC test shows that neither the GRM, simulations of protein
L, nor experimental data on CspTm can be accurately modeled using the Gaussian
chain. The relative errors between the exact and predicted FRET efficiencies can be
as high as 50%. For the GRM, we find that the variation in the FRET efficiency as
a function of the dye position changes abruptly if one dye is placed near an interact-
ing monomer. Taken together these findings suggest that it is possible to infer the
structured regions in the DSE by systematically varying the location of the dyes.
(3) The properties of the DSE inferred from Eq. 4.1 become increasingly more
accurate as [C] decreases. At a first glance this finding may be surprising, especially
considering that stabilizing intra-peptide interactions are expected to be weakened at
high GdmCl concentrations [C], and therefore the protein should be more “polymer-
like.” The range of R-values sampled at low [C] is much smaller than at high [C].
Protein L swells as [C] is increased, as a consequence of the increase in the solvent
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quality. It is possible that [C]≈2.4 M might be close to a Θ-solvent (favorable
intrapeptide and solvent-peptide interactions are almost neutralized), so that P (R)
can be approximated by a polymer model. The inaccuracy of polymer models in
describing P (R) at [C]=6 M suggests that only at much higher concentrations does
protein L behave as a random coil. In other words, T=327.8 K and [C]=6 M is not
an athermal (good) solvent.
(4) It is somewhat surprising that polymer models, which do not have side
chains or any preferred interactions between the beads, are qualitatively correct in
characterizing the DSE of proteins with complex intramolecular interactions. In
addition, even [C]=6 M GdmCl is not an athermal solvent, suggesting that at lower
[C] values the aqueous denaturant may be closer to a Θ-solvent. A consequence of
this observation is that, for many globular proteins, the extent of collapse may not
be significant, resulting in the nearness of the concentrations at which collapse and
folding transitions occur, as shown by Camacho and Thirumalai [120] some time ago.
We suggest that only by exploring the changes in the conformations of polypeptide
chains over a wide range of temperature and denaturant concentrations can one
link the variations of the DSE properties (compaction) and folding (acquisition of a
specific structure).
4.4 Theory and computational methods
4.4.1 GRM model:
In order to understand the effect of a single non-covalent interaction between
two monomers along a chain, we consider a Gaussian chain with Kuhn length a0 and
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N bonds, with a harmonic attraction between monomers s1 ≤ s2, which is cutoff at

















kr2/2 |r| < c
kc2/2 |r| ≥ c
, (4.4)
where k is the spring constant that constrains r(s2) − r(s1) to a harmonic well.
The Hamiltonian in Eq. 4.3 allows the exact determination of many quantities of
interest. Defining x = r(s2) − r(s1) and ∆s = s2 − s1, we can determine most
averages of interest for the GRM using
〈· · ·〉 =
∫
d3r1d
3xd3rN(· · ·)G(x, rN ; ∆s,N)
∫
d3r1d3xd3rN G(x, rN ; ∆s,N)
(4.5)












4.4.2 Cα-SCM protein model and GdmCl denaturation:
We use the coarse-grained Cα-side chain model (Cα-SCM) to model protein L
(for details see the supporting information in [95]). In the Cα-SCM each residue in
the polypeptide chain is represented using two interaction sites, one that is centered
on the α-carbon atom and another that is located at the center-of-mass of the side
chain [59]. Langevin dynamics simulations [105] are carried out in the underdamped
limit at zero molar guanidinium chloride. Simulation details are given in [95].
We model the denaturation of protein L by GdmCl using the molecular transfer
model (MTM) [95]. MTM combines simulations at zero molar GdmCl with exper-
imentally measured transfer free energies, using a reweighting method [40, 37, 76]
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The average squared end-to-end distance can be computed directly from Eq.
4.5, using 〈R2ee〉 = Na
2
0 + (〈x
2〉 − ∆s a20). The exact expression for 〈x
2〉 is easily
determined, but somewhat lengthy, and we omit the explicit result here. Also of
interest is the end-to-end distribution function, P (R) = 〈δ[rN − R]〉, which can be
obtained from Eq. 4.5. In order to determine the probability of an interior bond
being in the ‘ordered’ state (i.e. the fraction of residual structures, see the inset




3xPI(x). The radius of gyration requires a more complicated integral




















Note that, unlike the average end-to-end distance, the radius of gyration depends
not only on ∆s, but also on s1.
The FRET efficiency for a system with dyes attached to r(j = 0) = 0 and
r(i), 〈E〉 = 〈[1 + (|r(i)|/R0)









































s2 ≤ i ≤ N
(4.8)
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where EG(i) is the FRET efficiency for a Gaussian chain with i bonds, and



















This result allows us to compute the Gaussian Self-consistency test, after a numerical
integral over r.
4.4.3.2 Protein L simulations:
Averages and distributions were computed using the MTM [95] which combines
experimentally measured transfer free energies [28], converged simulations and the
WHAM equations [40, 37, 76]. The WHAM equations use the simulation time-series
of potential energy and the property of interest at various temperatures and gives
a best estimate of the averages and distributions of that property. The native state
ensemble (NSE) and DSE subpopulations were defined as having a structural RMSD
(root mean squared deviation), after least squares minimization, of less than or
greater than 5 Å relative to the crystal structure for the NSE and DSE respectively.
The exact values of lp are computed using the average R from simulations and the
relationships listed in Table 4.1.
4.4.3.3 Notation:
Throughout this chapter, exact values of all quantities are reported without
superscript or subscript. For the GRM, exact values are analytically obtained or
calculated by performing a one-dimensional integral numerically. For convenience,
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exact results for protein L refer to converged simulations. While these simulations
have residual errors, the simplicity of the MTM has allowed us to calculate all
properties of interest with arbitrary accuracy. The use of subscript or superscript
is, unless otherwise stated, reserved for quantities that are extracted by solving Eq.
4.1 using the polymer models listed in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Polymer models and their properties
Property


























































bL and lp are the contour length and persistence length respectively. C1 = (π
3/2e−αα−3/2(1+3α−1+ 15
4
α−2))−1 where α = 3L/(4lp). C2 = 1/(2lp).
cUsing the simulated 〈R2〉, lp was solved for numerically using this equation.




R2P (R)dr = 1, resulting in values of a = 3.67853 and b = 1.23152.
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Chapter 5
Thermodynamic basis of the dock-lock growth mechanism of amyloid
fibrils
5.1 Introduction
Proteins and peptides, that are unrelated by sequence or structure, form mor-
phologically similar fibrillar structures upon aggregation [121]. The emergence of
a global cross β-structure, that is the characteristic of all fibril forming proteins
including those that are associated with distinct strains, suggests that their growth
processes must be similar. Experiments on Aβ amyloid forming protein [122] have
found that the process of monomer addition to an elongating amyloid fibril (Fig.
5.1) is kinetically complex, and can be approximately described using two distinct
timescales [123, 124]. Based on early kinetic experiments, Lee and Maggio [123]
envisioned that the growth of fibrils occurred by a sequential process involving two
distinct steps that were pictorially described as the dock-lock growth mechanism.
On a relatively fast timescale a monomer reversibly binds (or docks) to the fib-
ril surface. A second slower timescale is associated with the lock process, which
presumably involves structural rearrangements within the monomer leading to a
greater binding affinity for the fibril [123, 124]. Upon completion of the lock pro-
cess the monomer adopts the β-strand conformation that is commensurate with the
underlying fibril structure.
Such a pictorial description is simplistic because the locked phase has nu-
merous intermediate species [124]. The plausibility for a dock-lock mechanism of
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fibril growth comes solely from bulk experiments that suggest that the kinetics of
monomer dissociation from a fibril can be fit by a sum of two or three exponentials
[123, 124]. In addition, there is little direct evidence for the structural rearrange-
ments that are hypothesized to occur within the fibril-bound monomer in the docked
to locked transition [123, 124, 125]. Measuring such conformational changes is ham-
pered by the inherently low concentration of fibril-bound monomer in the docked
phase, and the length scale of the structural rearrangements involved in the dock-
lock transition [123, 124].
Molecular simulations are ideally suited for providing structures, energies, and
dynamics of the process of monomer addition to a fibril [126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131].
For example, in several previous computational studies we investigated many aspects
of the early events of amyloid formation, including monomer addition to preformed
structured oligomers [128], and the effect of urea on these species [126]. Results
from these studies suggest that even oligomer growth can be described by a dock-
lock mechanism. More recently, we have shown using lattice models that fibril
growth occurs by a dock-lock process [132].
Here, we use simulations to provide a thermodynamic basis for the global dock-
lock mechanisms of fibril growth. Although growth is an inherently kinetic process
the clear separation in the time scales between the dock and lock process allows us
to examine free energy and structural changes as the monomer interacts with the
template fibril surface. In order to illustrate the thermodynamics of the addition
of a monomer to an elongating fibril we consider a disordered Aβ peptide that is
added to a preformed fibril surface. The availability of molecular structures [133]
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Figure 5.1: Monomer addition to an amyloid fibril. ‘Top down view’ shows the
peptides in the fibril surface from above. The peptides are displayed as sticks with
backbone atoms in red and side chain atoms in blue. ‘Oblique side view’ shows the
fibril surface in a van der Walls representation while the unincorporated monomer
is shown in a stick representation. ‘Side view’ offers a simple geometric perspective
of the fibril surface and monomer from the side to illustrate the calculation of the
θ-angle (see Methods). The vector normal to the fibril surface is shown as a black
arrow, while the monomers N-to-C termini vector is shown as a red arrow. θ is the
angle formed by these two vectors. The cos(θ) term used in Fig. 5.4B is equal to
µ̂NC · µ̂⊥/(|µ̂NC ||µ̂⊥|).
enables us to monitor the energetic and structural changes in the monomer as it
attaches to the fibril. Using Multiplexed Hamiltonian Replica Exchange (MhREX)
simulations [36, 134], we sample the reversible association/dissociation of a peptide
(MVGGVV) from the Aβ protein to a fibril whose structure has recently been
determined at atomic resolution [133]. The use of an implicit solvent model and
enhanced sampling methods allows us to fully characterize the thermodynamics of
the process under a variety of solution conditions.
Our simulations reveal a number of novel features of the thermodynamics
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of amyloid growth. We find that the dock-lock mechanism is manifested as three
basins in a free energy profile, which monitors the reversible work related to bring-
ing a monomer to the fibril surface. The three basins correspond to two substate
basins of the docked monomer and a locked phase in which the monomer adopts
an extended anti-parallel conformation with modest β-strand content. The dock
→ lock transition is a disorder to order transition that involves an increase in the
end-to-end distance of the monomer that is driven by the favorable peptide-fibril
interactions. The free energy barrier separating the docked and locked phases arises
largely from the loss of favorable intra-peptide interactions of the monomer that is
deposited onto the surface.
To further shed light on the energetics governing monomer addition we have
used simulations probe the influence of cosolvents (urea and Trimethylamine N-oxide
(TMAO)) and molecular crowders on the free energy profiles. A modest concentra-
tion (0.75 M) of urea or TMAO stabilizes the locked phase, while molecular crowding
only marginally stabilizes the docked phase. A measure of the free energy of sta-
bility of the fibril structure is the critical monomer concentration, CR, which is the
concentration of soluble monomer that is in equilibrium with the amyloid fibril. We
show that CR is strongly temperature dependent, and weak cosolvent dependence.
Our study provides a conceptual framework for interpreting the thermodynamics of
fibril elongation.
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Figure 5.2: The free energy profile (F (δC) = −kBT ln[Z(δC)/Z]) of monomer addi-
tion as a function of δC . (A) The temperature is 280 K. (B) The curves correspond
are at temperatures of 300 K (red line), 340 K (blue line), and 380 K (green lines).
Representative structures in the free energy basins B1, B2 and B3 labeled in (A) are
shown. In addition, two monomer-fibril configurations that have δC > 10 Å are also
shown. A peptide in the fibril surface is shown in blue, while the docking monomer
is displayed in non-blue colors. The free energy profile as a function of the monomer
end-to-end distance at a specified δC (F (Ree|δC) = −kBT ln[Z(Ree|δC)/Z(δC)]) is
shown for δC = 3.7, 5.5, and 7.2 Å (i.e. for basins B1, B2 and B3 in (A)) in (C),
(D), and (E) respectively.
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5.2 Results and Discussion
5.2.1 The PMF of monomer addition to the fibril surface has multiple
basins of attraction:
The PMF, F (δC), that gives the reversible work required to bring the monomer
to a distance δC above the fibril surface (Fig. 5.1), shows multiple basins of attraction
as T is changed from 280 K to 380 K (Fig. 5.2). There are three distinct basins at
temperatures below 340 K (Figs. 5.2A and 5.2B). The minimum in the first basin
(B1 in Fig. 5.2A) is at δC = 7.1 Å, and the other two basins (B2 and B3) are at 5.5
and 3.9 Å, respectively. At 280 K the free energy barrier separating B1 and B2 is
∼1.2 kcal/mol. At higher temperatures the barriers decrease, and at 380 K there is
virtually no free energy barrier separating the basins. When δC < 3.9 Å the PMF
increases due to the unfavorable steric interactions between the monomer and the
fibril surface. The PMF also increases sharply at δC > 9 Å, where there are very
few contacts between the monomer and the fibril.
In order to associate the features in the PMF with the dock-lock picture it
is necessary to examine the structural transitions that occur as δC changes. If the
basins observed in the F (δC) profile correspond to the docked and locked phases,
we expect structural changes in the monomer when δC decreases from 7.1 Å to 3.9
Å. The fibril-bound monomer undergoes a global expansion, with an increase in Rg
from 4.6 Å→ 5.7 Å, as it goes from B1 to B3 (Fig. 5.3). The end-to-end distance
also dramatically increases from 8 Å to 13 Å (Fig. 5.3B). It is significant that the




, in the range of 9 > δC > 3.9 Å, occur
at δC = 6.2 and 4.7 Å (computed using Fig. 5.3, data not shown). The positions
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of these maxima coincide with the locations of the free energy barriers in the PMF
(Fig. 5.2A), which suggests that the barriers arise during the process of expansion
of the monomer as it interacts with the fibril surface.
We examine the free energy profile of Ree at fixed δC values (F (Ree|δC)) in
Figs. 5.2C, 5.2D, and 5.2E. These figures show that additional complexity (basins)
is present in the free energy surface that is not seen when projected on to the one-
dimensional order parameter δC . For example, at δC= 3.7 Å and δC= 5.5 Å (basins
B1 and B2) F (Ree|δC) exhibits two or more basins. Thus, there are numerous
metastable states in the dock-lock process. Based on the global structural changes
in Rg and Ree, we tentatively designate the monomer as unbound if δC > 9 Å,
docked if the monomer is in the range of 9 > δC > 5 Å, and locked when δC < 5 Å.
5.2.2 Free energy landscape during the growth process:
Surprisingly, an additional structural transformation in the monomer, that is
not evident in F (δC), is suggested by the Rg(δC) and Ree(δC) profiles. In the range
of 16 > δC > 9 Å the monomer is ‘stretched’, with Rg and Ree values close to that
found in an extended β-strand (Fig. 5.3). Examination of the backbone-backbone
contacts that occur between individuals residues of the monomer and the fibril (Fig.
5.4) shows that the N-terminal methionine residue contacts the fibril surface when
δC is between 12 and 14 Å. The favorable interaction of the N-terminal residue with
the fibril surface leads to the chain expansion observed in Rg(δC) and Ree(δC) when
δC ∼ 12 Å (Fig. 5.3).
To examine the global orientation of the monomer, as it interacts with the
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Figure 5.3: The radius-of-gyration (Rg) of the monomer, scaled by its average value
of 7.2 Å in the fibril surface (RFg ), as a function of δC in bulk is shown in black. The
red curve shows Ree of the monomer, scaled by its average value of 15.4 Å in the
fibril surface (RFee), as a function of δC . The temperature is 300 K.
fibril surface, we show, in Fig. 5.4B, the free energy surface (F (δC , cos(θ))) as a
function of δC and cos(θ). θ is the angle formed between a vector normal to the
fibril surface and the N to C-termini vector of the monomer (see Fig. 5.1). When
cos(θ) = −1 (1) the monomer is oriented towards (away from) the surface (see
Fig. 5.1). A value of cos(θ) = 0 implies that the monomer is parallel to the fibril
surface. At the farthest distances from the fibril (δC > 19 Å), the orientation of the
monomer is randomly distributed (Fig. 5.4B) as indicated by the lack of a dominant
free energy basin in F (δC , cos(θ)). However, at δ ≈ 12 Å and cos(θ) = 1 there is a
basin, indicating that the monomer’s N to C-termini vector is pointing away from
the fibril surface (Fig. 5.4B). Thus, the N -terminus is closest to the fibril surface in
the ‘stretched’ state. As δC decreases to 4 Å, basins with values of cos(θ) ≈ 0 are
favored, which shows that the monomer is aligned parallel to the fibril surface.
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Figure 5.4: (A) The number of anti-parallel in-register backbone-backbone contacts
between the monomer and fibril as a function of δC . The symbols for the various
residues starting from the N -terminal methionine are shown in the legend. (B) The
free energy surface (F (δC , cos(θ)) = −kBT ln[Z(δC , θ)/Z(δC)]) as a function of δC
and cos(θ) at 340. θ is the angle formed by a vector normal to the plane of the fibril
surface and the N to C terminal vector of the monomer (see Fig. 5.1).
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Figure 5.5: (A) Deconvolution of F (δC) into entropic (TS(δC)) and energetic
(EP (δC)) components as a function of δC at 300 K. The δC-profile of each term
is indicated on the graph. (B) The interaction energy between the monomer and
the fibril (EMFP , blue lines), and monomer’s intrapeptide interaction (E
M
P ) as a func-
tion of δC at 300 K. Bulk (φC = 0.00) and crowded (φC = 0.14) conditions are shown
as solid and dashed lines respectively.
5.2.3 Monomer deposition to the fibril surface results in multiple
structural transitions:
We characterize the structural changes that the monomer undergoes while in-
teracting with the fibril using the number of peptide-fibril contacts, and the number
of in-register peptide-fibril backbone contacts. In the range of 16 > δC > 9 Å, the
monomer makes a few contacts with the fibril surface (data not shown). Several
non-specific peptide-fibril contacts are made that are energetically favorable (Fig.
5.5B). Because δC is large (relative to Rg) the peptide must extend to make con-
tact with the fibril, as evidenced by the increase in Rg and Ree (Fig. 5.3). In the
extended conformations there is a significant decrease in the favorable intra-peptide
interactions (Fig. 5.5B). Upon reducing δC in the range of 9 > δC > 6.2 Å, the
monomer docks onto the fibril surface (Fig. 5.2). In the process, the monomer
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undergoes a dramatic reduction in Rg from a maximum of 5.7 Å, when δC > 9 Å,
to 4.6 Å (Fig. 5.3). The reduction in Rg is accompanied by an increase in favorable
enthalpic interactions both within the monomer and between the monomer and the
fibril (Fig. 5.5). When hopping between basins B1 and B2 in the docked phase, the
monomer undergoes only small structural rearrangements, as measured by Rg(δC)
and Ree(δC) (Fig. 5.3). There are fewer in-register backbone contacts in the docked
phase as compared to the locked phase (Figs. 5.4A and 5.4B).
The monomer undergoes a large scale structural rearrangement as it locks
onto to the fibril surface (5.0 > δC > 3.0 Å). In addition to an increase in Rg (Fig.
5.3), favorable intra-peptide interactions are lost (Fig. 5.5B), and are replaced
by peptide-fibril contacts and interactions (Figs. 5.4A and 5.5B). The monomer
forms antiparallel in-register backbone contacts (Fig. 5.4A) in agreement with the
monomer orientation in the crystal structure [133]. In Fig. 5.2 we show monomer-
fibril configurations corresponding to the unbound, docked and locked phases. Note
that the ‘stretched’ conformation shown in Fig. 5.2 correlates with the expanded
Rg in Fig. 5.3.
We analyze the secondary structural content as a function of δC using the
STRIDE program [135]. For δC > 9 Å the monomer is unstructured and is domi-
nated by random coil (> 60%) with moderate turn content (< 40%). In the docked
phase, turn content dominates (≈60%) and the coil content drops to ≈35%. In the
locked phase the peptide is predominantly a random coil (≈80%), turn content is
around 10%, and β-bridge content around 10%. Thus, in contrast to the structure
of a peptide in the fibril crystal structure the β-strand content in the simulated
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monomer is small even after locking is complete. There are two possible reasons
why the β-strand is not stable in the locked phase in our simulations. First, the
width of fibrils is finite consisting of just a few β-sheets whereas in our simulations
the fibril surface is essentially infinite. As a result, a single monomer can bind to
multiple sites on the surface leading to an increase in the binding entropy that can
compensate for the energy gain that arises from forming an in-register β-sheet with
another monomer in the fibril. As a result the free energy of the added monomer can
be minimized by making multiple out-of-register backbone contacts with different
strands in the fibril - leading to small β-strand content . The second possibility is
that the GBSW implicit solvent model is inaccurate. Nevertheless, we show below
the critical concentration calculated from these simulations exhibit realistic changes
with solution conditions, which suggests that the present simulations capture qual-
itatively the complexity of the dock-lock mechanism.
5.2.4 The free energy barrier separating the docked from locked phases
is largely enthalpic:
To determine the origin of the free energy barriers separating the docked and
locked phases (Fig. 5.2) we compute the potential energy (EP ) and entropic (TS)
contributions to F (δC). The profiles of EP (δC) and TS(δC) (Fig. 5.5A) have maxima
at the same locations as the basins in F (δC) (Fig. 5.2). At δC ≈ 6 Å, the maximum
in EP is greater than in TS, indicating that potential energy gives rise to the free
energy barriers separating the docked and locked phases in F (δC). Interestingly, the
monomer gains entropy upon reaching the top of the barrier from the docked phase in
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F (δC) (Fig. 5.5A). However, the monomer loses entropy upon locking on to the fibril





δi,u and δi,l correspond to the upper (u) and lower (l) bounds in δC that separate
the docked and locked basins in the F (δC) profile. At 300 K, T∆SD→L = −2.6
kcal/mol, and at 380 K T∆SD→L =-6.7 kcal/mol.
To determine the molecular origin of the barriers in F (δC) we deconvolute the
EP (δC) profile into contributions from the monomer internal energy (EM(δC)), that
is the interaction energy of the monomer with itself, and the monomer-fibril inter-
action energy (EMF (δC)). These profiles (Fig. 5.5B) clearly show that the docked
phase is energetically stabilized by internal monomer interactions and monomer-
fibril interactions, while in the locked phase favorable internal monomer interactions
are lost and replaced by monomer-fibril interactions. Consequently, it is the inter-
play of these two energies as the monomer undergoes conformational changes that
contributes to the potential energy barrier separating the docked and locked phases.
5.2.5 Urea and TMAO stabilize the fibril-bound monomer:
The cellular environment, besides containing large biomolecules, also contains
small organic molecules known as osmolytes that can dramatically effect protein
function [14], stability [14, 136], and amyloid formation [137, 138, 139]. Naturally
occurring osmolytes, such as TMAO and urea, can be found in a variety of organisms
at concentrations from 0 to 6 M [14, 140]. Therefore, to carry out simulations at
physiologically relevant concentrations, we simulate the process of monomer addition
in aqueous urea and TMAO solution at 0.75 M using a coarse grained model for
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urea (Eq. 5.3).
Urea and TMAO increase the stability of the locked phase to a much greater
extent relative to bulk. In contrast, the unbound and docked states are destabilized.
The force-field employed here shows that urea stabilizes the locked phase to a lesser
extent than TMAO. This is due to the stronger interaction of urea (see Methods
section) with the peptide and the fibril. For example, Rg of the unbound monomer
is greater in urea than in TMAO (Fig. 5.3B), due to the stronger attraction between
the urea molecules and the peptide. The greater affinity is reflected in the radial
distribution function (RDF) between the cosolutes and the peptide groups (O=C-
N-H) of the protein backbone. The first peak in the RDF, located at r = 7.5
Å, indicates that urea preferentially interacts with the backbone and binds more
strongly than TMAO (data not shown).
To contrast the effect of specific interactions between urea and TMAO on the
stability of the docked and locked states we also carried out simulations to probe the
influence of small crowding particles on their stabilities. The interaction between the
crowding particle and the peptide atom is mimicked using Eq. 5.3 with εij = ε = 0.1
kcal/mol and λ = 0. At a crowder volume fraction of φC = 0.14 (concentration of
0.75 M), the PMF indicates that inert-crowding particles only marginally stabilize
the docked phase and destabilize the locked and unbound phases.
5.2.6 The effect of TMAO and urea on the critical concentration CR:
When amyloid fibrils reach equilibrium (when the rate of monomer addition to
the fibril equals the rate of dissociation) some number of monomers remain unbound
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in solution. The equilibrium concentration of the soluble unbound monomers is
the critical concentration, CR. One can relate CR to the equilibrium constant of
dissociation of a monomer from the fibril [141]. Wetzel and coworkers have used
this observation to map the regions in Aβ1−40 that harbor amyloidogenic tendencies
[141, 125]. The free energy profiles computed in our simulations allow us to calculate
the relative changes in CR as the cosolvent concentration or temperature is varied.





e−βF (δC)dδC , (5.1)
where C is the bulk density of peptide in solution, β = 1/kBT , where kB is Boltz-
mann’s constant, T is the temperature of solution condition, and F (δC) is the PMF.
We assume that the monomer is unbound if δC > δM = 9 Å. We took δU = 22 Å.
The relative change in CR, upon a change in solution conditions (altering













where CR,j (CR,i) is the value of CR in solution condition j (i) and Fj (Fi) is the
corresponding free energy profile.
At 300 K we find that when crowder, TMAO or urea is added to solution
R(= CR(cosolute)/CR(Bulk)) equals 0.3, 0.5, and 0.2, respectively. Thus, addition






















Figure 5.6: The impact of a temperature change (T1 = 300 K→ T2 = 380 K) on
the relative free energy (∆∆Fi = −kBT2ln[Zi(T2)/Z(T2)] + kBT1ln[Zi(T1)/Z(T1)])
of the unbound, docked and lock species in bulk, crowder and osmolyte solutions as
indicted in the legend.
the fibril-bound monomer. An increase in temperature from 300 K to 380 K leads
to R(= CR(380K)/CR(300K)) values of 38.5, 160, 638 and 526 in bulk, crowder,
TMAO and urea solutions respectively. Thus, increasing temperature increases CR
under all solution conditions. Interestingly, the locked phase can still be stabilized
despite the increase in CR. For example, in bulk solution we find that increasing the
temperature from 300 to 380 K results in a stabilization of the unbound and locked
phases by 0.4 and 0.6 kcal/mol respectively (Fig. 5.6). The docked phase on the
other hand is destabilized by ≈ 0.9 kcal/mol. This result is important because it
illustrates that CR only measures the equilibrium constant of monomer association
and cannot measure the equilibrium constants of the monomer in the docked and
locked phases. Thus, increases in CR do not always indicate destabilization of the
locked phase. These predictions are amenable to experimental tests.
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5.3 Conclusions
By exploiting the large separation in the time scales of the two major events
(dock and lock) in the growth of amyloid fibrils, we have provided a thermodynamic
interpretation of addition of a monomer to a fully formed fibril. Although the results
have been obtained by examining the addition 35MVGGVV40 to a template fibril,
the framework is expected to be of general validity. Because the structure of the
unbound monomer is usually not commensurate with the fibril it follows that the
monomer must undergo a cascade of structural transitions. Our simulations show
that, surprisingly, even a small peptide can adopt a diverse set of conformations
prior to locking onto the fibril. Because there is a great deal of structural diversity
in the docked state it follows that the subsequent lock process must be dynamically
heterogeneous. The diversity ini the locking state, and hence in the growth of
amyloid fibrils, can be assessed using single molecule experiments.
From a computational perspective, we have provided a method for computing
interactions between cosolvents for use in implicit solvent simulations. Using this
methodology, we showed that small concentrations of urea and TMAO, that are
known to have opposing effects on protein stability, increase the stability of the
locked phase. The use of implicit cosolute models and the free energy profiles may
be particularly useful in the computation of CR, the critical monomer concentration
that is in equilibrium with the fibril. The CR values [141] can be used to predict
qualitatively the relative (with respect to a reference condition) stability of the
fibril bound monomer under varying solution conditions. The sensitivity of CR to
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To illustrate the structural transformations in a monomer interacting with a
fibril, we chose a six residue peptide (35MVGGVV40) fragment from the Aβ [122] pro-
tein that forms amyloid-like fibrils in vitro, and whose fibrillar structure is known to
2 Å resolution [133]. We select a cross-section of this fibril’s crystal structure (PDB
code 2OKZ), two-by-three unit cells wide, made up of a total of twelve peptides,
that lies perpendicular to the long fibril axis (Fig. 5.1). This leads to an approxi-
mately rectangular surface that is ∼48 Å long by ∼45 Å wide, and has the peptide
backbones fully exposed to solvent.
The unit cell of the amyloid fibril crystal is monoclinic with angles α, β, γ of
90◦, 96.9◦, and 90◦, respectively [133]. The unit cell distances a, b, c are 15.148,
9.58, and 23.732 Å, respectively [133]. We carry out simulations on a fibril surface
that uses monoclinic periodic boundary conditions with the same α, β, γ angles
as in the crystal and a, b, c values of 45.444, 125.0, 47.464 Å. This results in a
fibril surface that has no lateral edges because it is infinite in the xz -plane (Fig.
5.1). Consequently, our simulations only probe monomer association to the surface
of the fibril that is perpendicular to the long fibril axis. This is justified based
on the experimental observations that, under certain conditions, soluble monomers
deposit largely on the backbone exposed surface of the fibril. The probability of
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lateral association of protofilaments is likely to be small during the late stages of
fibril elongation [142, 143].
5.4.2 Solvent Model:
The CHARMM 22 force-field [144] in conjunction with grid based correction
maps (CMAP) to the backbone dihedral angles [145], that reproduce ab initio com-
puted Ramachandran plots of dipeptides, is used to model bonded and non-bonded
protein interactions. It is difficult to carry out all-atom explicit solvent simulations
that adequately sample the equilibrium conformational space. Hence, we use an
all-atom representation of the protein and include the effects of solvent using a Gen-
eralized Born implicit solvent model (GBSW) [146]. With this simplification the
simulation times can be greatly extended allowing us to obtain converged results for
various thermodynamic quantities.
5.4.3 Mimics of cosolvents Urea and TMAO for use in implicit solvent
simulations:
For use in implicit solvent simulations we introduce a novel way to model inter-
actions involving cosolvents and proteins. We model urea and TMAO as spherical
particles that interact with atoms in the peptide via














where rij is the distance (in Å) between a protein atom i and a cosolute molecule
j, εij is the interaction strength between them, λ = 1, and the values of σij are
computed using the Lorentz-Brethlot mixing rules [106]. Interactions between the
osmolyte molecules are repulsive (i.e. λ = 0 and εij = 0.1). The size of urea and
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TMAO is σi = 7 Å. The larger collision diameter, compared to molecular volume and
partial molar volume estimates of TMAO and urea molecules [147], approximately
accounts for the ordered first solvation shell of water surrounding the cosolutes.
The εij values in Eq. 5.3 are chosen so that δgtr,E(0M → 1M) ≈ δgtr,C(0M →
1M), where δgtr,C(0M → 1M) is the computed free energy of transferring the
individual protein groups (backbone or side chain) from pure water to aqueous
osmolyte solution at 1 M, and δgtr,E(0M → 1M) is the experimentally measured
value [28, 62]. We calculated δgtr,C using the Widom particle insertion technique
[148], where δgtr,C = −kBT ln
∫
dsN+1 < exp(−∆U/(kBT )) >N , with ∆U being the
non-bonded interaction energy (i.e. the Lennard-Jones energy) between a system
containing N TMAO (or urea) molecules and a randomly inserted protein group.
The quantity exp(−∆U/(kBT )) is averaged over all system configurations of the
cosolutes. Because we are using an implicit solvent model and solutions at fairly
low osmolyte concentrations (0.75 M) we are able to obtain converged δgtr,C data
[149]. Typically, 105 insertion attempts were necessary to obtain δgtr,C values that
had a standard error of less than 10−5 kcal/mol [148]. Thus, many εij parameters
were tested until δgtr,C was within 0.5 cal/mol of δgtr,E. The εij parameters are
listed in Table 5.1.
5.4.4 Simulation Details:
To enhance sampling efficiency low friction Langevin simulations [105], with
a damping constant of 1.2 ps−1, were carried out in conjunction with Multiplexed
Hamiltonian Replica Exchange (MhREX) [36, 134]. In an MhREX run, multiple
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independent trajectories (replicas) are simulated at different temperatures and with
different Hamiltonians [36]. Periodically, the coordinates between the replicas are
swapped according to a set of rules that preserve detailed balance [36].
We used three temperature windows (280, 325, and 380 K) and twelve differ-
ent Hamiltonians (denoted Hi=1,..,12). For each temperature-Hamiltonian pair two
independent trajectories are generated simultaneously. Thus, a total of 72 replicas
are simulated in one MhREX run. The Hamiltonians differ only in the poten-
tial energy term EU,i = 0.5KU,i(δC − δ
i
C)
2, that restrains the center-of-mass of the
monomer, defined using the Cα atoms of the monomer backbone, to a distance δ
i
C
(in Å) along the y-axis from the fibril surface (Fig. 5.1). KU,i is the force con-
stant (in kcal/Å2) in the ith Hamiltonian. The (δiC ,KU,i) pairs for i = 1, .., 12 are
(1.75,3.00), (3.00,3.50), (4.50,2.50), (6.00,2.5), (7.50,3.5), (9.00,3.25), (10.0,2.75),
(11.0,1.5), (13.5,1.2), (15.0,1.0),(17.0,1.0),(19.0,1.0), respectively. We alternate the
swaps between temperatures and Hamiltonians. Random shuffling between replicas
at the same temperature and Hamiltonian are carried out at each swapping attempt.
Every 143 integration time-steps swapping of system coordinates between temper-
atures or between Hamiltonians is attempted. In all, 55,000 swaps are attempted,
with the first 5,000 discarded to allow for equilibration. The swapping acceptance ra-
tio’s were between 10% and 40%. Trajectories are simulated in the canonical (NVT)
ensemble, and the equations of motion are integrated with a 2 fs time-step. The
total simulation time per replica is 14.3 ns and the sum total simulation time (over
all replicas) is 1.03 µs. We use the CHARMM software package (version c33b2) to
generate the trajectories [106]. An in-house perl script was written to run MhREX.
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5.4.5 Potential-of-mean-force (PMF) and Structural probes:
Thermodynamic properties of the system are computed using the WHAM
equations [40, 37]. The PMF is computed as F (δC) = −kBT ln[P (δC)], where
P (δC) is the probability of finding the monomer at a distance δC from the fib-
ril surface. We used STRIDE to compute the secondary structure content of the
monomer [135]. To examine the global orientation of the monomer, relative to the
fibril surface, we compute the two-dimensional free energy surface (F (δC , cos(θ)) =
−kBT ln[Z(δC , cos(θ))/Z(δC)] as a function of δC and θ, the angle formed between
a vector normal to the fibril surface and a vector connecting the Cα atoms of the
N -terminus and C-terminus (Fig. 5.1). Backbone contacts between the added
monomer and the peptides on the surface of the fibril are assumed to be formed
if the Cα atoms between peptides are within a distance of 6 Å. Numbering each
residue in a peptide from 1 to 6, starting from the N-termini, in-register parallel
backbone contacts occur if residue i, the residue number, of strand j is in contact
with residue k of strand l and i = k. Similarly, in-register anti-parallel contacts
occur between strands j and l if i and k are in contact and k = 7 − i.
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Table 5.1: Lennard-Jones parameters for urea and TMAO particle interactions with
peptide atoms used in 4εij[(σij/rij)
12 − (σij/rij)
6].













aAtom names, unless otherwise indicated, are the same as in the CHARMM 22 force-field [106].
Lorentz-Brethlot mixing rules are used for all other atoms [106].
bAtoms CT4 and CT5 are new atom types added to the CHARMM 22 force-field. CT4 and CT5
have the exact same properties as atoms CT2 and CT3, respectively, except for the Lennard-Jones




Factors governing helix formation in peptides confined to carbon
nanotubes
6.1 Introduction
There is great interest in studying protein folding and dynamics in confined
spaces because of their possible relevance to a variety of biological problems [150,
151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156]. These include the fate of newly synthesized proteins
as they exit the nearly 100 Å long and approximately cylindrical ribosome tunnel
[150, 153], the effect of encapsulation of substrate proteins in the central cavity of
the chaperonin GroEL [152], and the translocation of peptides across pores [157,
158, 159, 160]. Understanding the factors that determine the stability of confined
proteins is also relevant in biotechnology applications [161]. The effect of being
localized in the cylindrical tunnel of the ribosome, or the GroEL cavity, on peptide
and protein stability is hard to predict because of the interplay of a number of
energy and length scales [162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170]. They include
the decrease, with respect to bulk, in conformational entropy of the ensemble of
unfolded and native states, and the residue-dependent solvent-averaged interaction
between the substrate protein with the interior of the confining pore. For example,
the ribosome tunnel is lined with RNA near the peptidyl transfer center (PTC),
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and proteins closer to the the exit tunnel. As a result, the interaction of a nascent
peptide with the walls of the tunnel varies as it traverses from the PTC towards
the exit [155]. Thus, the formation of α-helical structure in the tunnel, that is
observed in experiments [153], not only depends on the sequence but also on where
the peptide is localized inside the ribosome [156, 153].
A number of factors contribute to the changes in the stability of a peptide
upon confinement to a nanotube. The simplest scenario is the entropic stabilization
mechanism (ESM) [171, 162, 163, 164], which postulates that in confined spaces
the number of allowed conformations is restricted compared to the bulk. As a
result, the free energy change ∆FU of the denatured state ensemble (DSE) and the
∆FN in the native state ensemble (NSE) both increase. If the native state is not
significantly altered in the confined space then ∆FU >> ∆FN . Hence, confinement
entropically stabilizes the native state relative to the DSE. The stabilization of
polypeptide chains suggested by ESM holds good only when D, the diameter of the
nanotube, exceeds a threshold value, because the entropy cost of confinement of
the ordered (α-helical) conformation is prohibitive when D is small [166]. If water
mediated interactions involving proteins are altered by confinement then it may be
possible for ∆FN > ∆FU [151, 164, 167, 169, 172]. In this case, the native state can
be destabilized in nanotubes. More generally, if specific interactions between the
polypeptide and the walls of the pore are relevant, as appears to be the case in certain
regions of the ribosome tunnel, the diagram of states of a confined polypeptide or
protein can be rich [173].
Here, we study the changes in stabilities of a number of peptide sequences that
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form helices to varying extents in bulk. By varying D, the strength of interaction,
λ (see Eq. B.7 in Appendix B), between the hydrophobic residues and the carbon
nanotube, and the polypeptide sequence we show that an interplay of a number of
factors determines the stability of helical states of peptides confined to nanotubes.
We find that the helix is entropically stabilized when D is small and the interaction
between peptides and nanotube is weak. As λ increases the peptide can adsorb onto
the wall of the nanotube. Interestingly, adsorption results in stabilization of the
helix for an amphiphilic sequence, and destabilization for a polyalanine sequence.
If the wall of the nanotube is decorated with patches that are ‘hydrophobic’ the
helical stability can increase for the polyalanine. Thus, a very rich diagram of states
of helix forming sequences is envisioned upon confinement in a nanotube.
6.2 Methods
In order to explore a wide range of possibilities we consider several helix form-
ing sequences. The sequences are GDLDDLLKKLKDLLKG (an amphiphilic se-
quence denoted by AS) [174, 175], polyasparagine N16 (a polar sequence denoted
PN) [176, 177], and polyalanine A16 (a hydrophobic sequence denoted PA) [178].
Each sequence is 16 residues long, which is close to the average helix length of ∼14
found in globular proteins [179]. We use three variations of AS to probe the ef-
fects of varying the bulk peptide properties (the nature of the DSE and NSE) on
confinement. The parameters of sequence AS1 (see Table 6.1) renders the helical
state unstable in the bulk (D → ∞). Sequences AS2 and AS3 are modeled so that
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they form stable helices in the bulk. The changes in the intra-peptide interactions
(see Table 6.1 in Appendix B) between the hydrophobic residues in AS2 and AS3
accounts for differences in εBB (Eq. B.6 in Appendix B) that can arise by adding
cosolvents (see Appendix B for details).
We use the Honeycutt-Thirumalai (HT) [180] model for the polypeptide chain.
In the HT model, each amino-acid is represented by one bead located at the Cα-
carbon position. A three letter code is used to classify the twenty naturally occurring
amino acids; L for hydrophilic residues, B for hydrophobic residues, and N for
neutral residues. The potential energy of a conformation of a polypeptide with
M residues, and coordinates ri(i = 1, 2, ...,M) in the HT representation is V =
VB +VA +VD +VNB +VHB, where VB, VA, and VD are the bond-stretch, bond-angle,
and the dihedral potentials respectively. The stability of the helices in the bulk can
be altered by tuning the interaction, VNB, between non-covalently linked beads, as
well as the hydrogen bond potential VHB. Details on the functional form, and the
parameters of the energy function are provided in Appendix B.
In order to enhance the sampling of the conformational space of the peptide we
use underdamped Langevin dynamics [105] with a friction coefficient of 0.016 ps−1,
and an integration time-step of 15 fs. Simulations are prepared and simulated in
the NVT ensemble at 300 K using the CHARMM software package (version c32b2)
[106].
Helical basin (HB): A given peptide conformation is classified as helical using
two order parameters. They are the end-to-end distance (Ree), and the number of
helical triads (NHT ). We define helical triads as three consecutive dihedral angles
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that are in the helical region (35◦ ≤ φ ≤ 75◦). A polypeptide with 16 residues has a
total of eleven helical triads. In a completely helical conformation NHT = 11, while
NHT = 0 corresponds to a completely random coil conformation. A conformation
is deemed to be in the HB if 21.25 Å < Ree < 28.75 Å and 8 ≤ NHT ≤ 11. The
two order parameters Ree and NHT separate the helical and denatured basins into
distinct regions (see the inset in Fig. 6.1C).
6.3 Results and Discussion
For sequence AS1 the probability of being in the HB (PHB) is 0.17 in bulk.
The values of PHB for AS2, AS3, PA, and PN , are between 0.40-0.50 in the bulk
(Table 6.1).
6.3.1 Helices are entropically stabilized in narrow and weakly hy-
drophobic nanotubes
If the attractive interaction between the hydrophobic residues and the nan-
otube is weak (λ < 0.4) then confinement enhances helix stability of all sequences
provided D < D∗, where D∗ depends on the sequence (Fig. 6.1) and is greater
than or equal to 20 Å for the sequences studied here. For example, when AS3, PA
and PN are in a nanotube with D = 14.9 Å and λ = 0.01, the helix is stabilized
by 0.71, 0.68 and 0.49 kcal/mol, respectively (computed using the data from Fig.
6.1). The enhanced helix stability at D < D∗ and λ < 0.4 can be explained using
polymer arguments [166], from which it follows that when D is small enough the
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Figure 6.1: The probability of being in the HB as a function of nanotube diameter
for the sequences AS2 (A), PA (B), AS3 (C) and PN (D) at various λ values (λ= 0.01
(black circles), 0.1 (red squares), 0.3 (blue diamonds), 0.5 (brown plus signs), 0.7
(purple triangles) and 1.0 (orange stars)). The horizontal magenta colored line,
in each graph, corresponds to the probability of being helical in bulk, and the
width corresponds to the standard error of PBHB. We characterized a given peptide
conformation as helical using two order parameters, the end-to-end distance (Ree)
and the number of backbone dihedral angles that are helical (‘Helical Triads’) (see
the inset in (C)). A peptide conformation is helical if 21.25 Å < Ree < 28.75 Å and
8 ≤ NHT ≤ 11.
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helical basin is entropically stabilized. Fig. 6.1 shows that the helical content of
AS3 and PN increases for all D. While for AS2 and PA PHB increases only below
D < D∗ ∼ (20−22) Å. The sequence-dependent values of D∗ are difficult to predict
using polymer theory alone. Interestingly, for AS2 and PA we find that PHB changes
non-monotonically as D decreases (Figs. 6.1A and 6.1B). Such a behavior is also
mirrored in the variation of 〈Ree〉 as D is changed (data not shown), in agreement
with theoretical predictions [181].
For small λ(∼ 0.01), we expect that the effect of confinement can be de-
scribed by the difference in entropy changes in the DSE and the HB. We estimate
confinement-induced free energy changes using
∆∆G(D,λ ∼ 0.01) ≈ −T [kBln(αHB(D)) − kBln(αDSE(D))]
≈ −T [∆SHB(D) − ∆SDSE(D)], (6.1)
where ∆SHB(D) and ∆SDSE(D) are the changes in entropy upon confinement of the
helix and DSE, respectively. The volume fraction accessible to the HB (αHB(D))
and DSE (αDSE(D)), are calculated numerically using the Widom particle insertion
method (see Appendix B for details). The similarity (Fig. 6.2) in the values of
∆∆G(D) computed using αHB(D) and αDSE(D) and that obtained directly from
PHB(D) (Fig. 6.1) shows that the helix formed by AS3 is entropically stabilized for
all D. In contrast, ∆SDSE(D) > ∆SHB(D) for AS2 and PA when D > D
∗ ∼ 20 Å
which leads to destabilization of the helix upon confinement. Thus, the differences
in the intrapeptide interaction strength between sequences AS2 and AS3 can change
the nature of the DSE and HB, and can result in either helix stabilization (for AS3)
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or helix destabilization (for AS2) when D > 20 Å. The differing behavior of AS2
(εBB/kBT ≈ 3) and AS3 (εBB/kBT ≈ 0.9) shows that the nature of the conforma-
tions explored in the bulk affects confinement-induced stability. In principle, εBB
can be altered in experiments by addition of cosolvents or by changing temperature.
Figure 6.2: The change in free energy (∆∆G(D) = ∆G(D) − ∆G(B)) of the HB,
relative to the DSE, upon nanotube confinement as a function of D. The free
energy difference in the bulk (D → ∞) is given by ∆G(B). ∆∆G(D) computed









and α(D) (see Eq. 6.1) are
shown as red squares and blue circles, respectively. Lines are to guide the eye. The
results in panels (A), (B), and (C) are for AS2, AS3, and PA respectively.
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6.3.2 Hydrophobic residues are pinned to the nanotube as λ increases
We expect that increasing λ should result in sequences containing hydrophobic
residues to adsorb onto the nanotube wall. The probability density of finding a
residue i at a distance ri from the long nanotube axis, shows all sequences sample
the interior of the nanotube at λ = 0.01 (Fig. 6.3). As a result, we expect that
confinement-induced helix stabilization should be largely determined by entropy
considerations. However, as λ increases, sequences containing hydrophobic residues
(PA, AS1, AS2, and AS3) can be pinned to the wall, as indicated by the greater
probability density of peptide residues near the nanotube surface (Figs. 6.3A and
6.3B). In the case of the amphiphilic sequence, the peptide sticks to the wall (Fig.
6.3A) and forms a helix (Figs. 6.1A and 6.1C). The spatial distribution of residues
in the HB corresponds well with the probability density plotted for λ = 1.0 (Fig.
6.3A). The results in Fig. 6.3, which show that hydrophobic residues are pinned to
the wall, while polar residues are more likely to be sequestered in the interior of the
nanotube, suggests that a ‘phase separation’ occurs on the molecular length scale
between hydrophobic and polar peptide residues.
The distribution functions in Fig. 6.3 shows that for an amphiphilic sequence,
the stability of helices should be determined by the opposing tendency of hydropho-
bic residues to be pinned to the wall of the nanotube and the preference of the polar
residues to be localized in the interior. Indeed, we find that for AS1, AS2, and AS3
the helical content increases as λ increases (Fig. 6.4). The effect of increasing λ is
most dramatic for AS1 (εBB = 0), for which PHB increases dramatically from below
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Figure 6.3: The probability density of finding a residue i at a distance ri/R (R,
the nanotube radius, is 14.9 Å in (A), R = 12.9 Å in (B) and (C)) from the long
nanotube axis at different λ values for AS2 (A), PA (B) and PN (C). Four different
values of λ are plotted, λ = 0.01 (solid black line), 0.3 (dashed red line), 0.7 (dash-
dot green line) and 1.0 (solid blue line with circles). The image in the background
of (A) is on the same scale as the graph overlaying it. The spatial distribution of
the residues in the image correspond well with the probability density at λ = 1.0.
In the image hydrophobic residues are shown in blue, and polar residues are in red.
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the bulk value of PBHB ≈ 0.17 (Fig. 6.4A). For AS1, the helix is greatly stabilized by
the favorable interactions between the hydrophobic residues and the nanotube. In
the case of AS2, increasing λ maximizes the attractive interactions between B (hy-
drophobic) beads with the nanotube without compromising the intra-peptide BB
interactions in the HB. Similarly, PHB increases (Fig. 6.4B) for AS3 (εBB = 0.5
kcal/mol) as λ increases although the changes in PHB occur over a wider range of
λ compared to AS2 (εBB = 2.125 kcal/mol) (Fig. 6.4B).
Figure 6.4: Probability of being in the HB as a function of λ in different diameter
nanotubes for the three variations of the amphiphilic sequence. The graphs show
that AS1, AS2, and AS3 tend to be stabilized by increasing the strength of the
hydrophobic interactions with the nanotube. PHB versus λ is shown for the two
amphiphilic sequences AS2 (A) and AS3 (B) for different nanotube diameters (D =
35.3 Å - cyan triangles, 29.8 Å -brown stars, 25.8 Å - blue triangles, 20.3 Å - green
diamonds, 17.6 Å - red squares, and 14.9 Å - black circles). Results for AS1 with
D = 25.8 Å are shown as blue filled triangles in (A).
When the amphiphilic sequence is in the HB, all of the hydrophobic residues
are aligned on one side of the helix while the polar residues are exposed on the other
side (Fig. 6.3A). Thus, for all variations of AS the HB is stabilized because it maxi-
mizes the hydrophobic interaction between the hydrophobic face of the helix and the
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hydrophobic surface of the nanotube. If the helical pitch (p) is commensurate with
the distance between the carbon atoms (RCC) along the long axis of the nanotube,
we expect that the interactions between the hydrophobic residues and the nanotube
can be maximized without compromising the helical structure. Conversely, if p and
RCC are incommensurate it is likely that the helix may be denatured. Thus, besides
the sequence, the relative positions of the hydrophobic residues in the helix are also
important determinants of stability in a nanotube, especially as λ increases.
6.3.3 Diagram of states of polyalanine in a carbon nanotube is rich:
The interplay between the strength of the hydrophobic interactions and the
entropy of confinement results in a rich phase diagram in the (λ,D) plane for PA
(Fig. 6.5A). The stability of the HB decreases as λ increases as long as D <∼ 20 Å
(see points 1, 5, and 6 in Fig. 6.5A). The effect is most dramatic in the narrowest
tube (D = 14.9 Å in Fig. 6.5B) in which PHB nearly vanishes as λ approaches unity.
In larger nanotubes (D > 20 Å), PHB increases by about (7-10)% as λ increases
from λ = 0.01, reaches a maximum at λ ∼ 0.4 and then decreases upon further
increase in λ (Fig. 6.5B and see points 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 6.5A). This modest helix
stabilization occurs because the peptide weakly binds to the wall of the nanotube
as λ increases (Figs. 6.3B and 6.5A, point 3), resulting in preferential alignment of
the peptide along the long axis of the nanotube (Fig. 6.5B point 3 and Fig. B.2A
in Appendix B). At λ ≈ 0.4 and D > 20 Å, the interaction with the nanotube is
not strong enough to overcome the internal peptide energies which favor the helix.
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As a result, the nanotube-peptide interactions are maximized when the peptide is
in the HB. As λ is further increased, hydrophobic interactions with the wall cause
the helical content to decrease (Fig. 6.5B). In the largest nanotube (D ≈ 35 Å), as
λ approaches unity PHB decreases because the peptide gets splayed out along the
interior of the nanotube surface (Fig. 6.5A, point 4). For nanotubes with D ≈ 20
Å, increasing λ stabilizes a ‘broken’ helix (Fig. 6.5, point 5) that does not align
along the long nanotube axis (Fig. B.2A in Appendix B), but instead binds to the
nanotube perpendicular to the nanotube axis (Fig. B.2B in Appendix B). For the
smallest diameter nanotubes, increasing λ stabilizes a coiled peptide that coats the
interior surface of the nanotube (Fig. 6.5A, point 6) but has no helical dihedral
angles.
Taken together these results show that the effect of varying the hydrophobic
character of the nanotube on helix stability is subtle for the PA. For the largest
nanotube diameters there is an optimal hydrophobic strength which stabilizes the
helix modestly. For smaller nanotube diameters divergent behavior is observed.
Weakly hydrophobic nanotubes (λ < 0.4) stabilize the helix as D gets smaller. In
contrast, destabilization of the helix occurs when λ > 0.6.
6.3.4 Hydrophobic patches lining the nanotube affect PHB of PA:
To mimic the chemical heterogeneity of the groups in the ribosome tunnel,
which has small hydrophobic patches from proteins (such as L4, L17 and L39 in the
ribosome of eukaryotes [153] surrounded by hydrophilic patches from RNA [182]),
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Figure 6.5: The probability of being in the HB as a function of D and λ for PA.
(A) Phase diagram in the (λ,D) plane. Representative structures are shown in the
images labeled 1 through 6. (B) The dependence of PHB on λ for various D. See
Fig. 6.4 for explanation of the symbols. The points labeled 1 through 6 correspond
to the structures labeled in (A).
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we created different size hydrophobic patches that line the nanotube (Fig. 6.6A).
The desired heterogeneity is achieved by assigning hydrophilic character to subsets
of nanotube atoms that run parallel to the long nanotube axis, and hydrophobic
behavior to the rest of the nanotube atoms (see Methods section for details). With
λ = 0.9, we vary the size of the hydrophobic patch. The fraction of hydrophobic
surface area fH varies from 0 to 1. Surprisingly, we find that the helical stability
of PA, whose helical content is negligible at λ = 0.9 and fH = 1 for all D (Fig.
6.1), increases as fH decreases (Fig. 6.6B). In the smallest nanotube (D = 14.9 Å),
PHB increases monotonically as fH decreases, with the smallest hydrophobic patch
imparting the greatest helix stability. In larger nanotubes, PHB as a function of fH
is nonmonotonic. Thus, there is an optimal fH , between 0.08 and 0.15, in these
larger nanotubes that maximizes PHB for PA.
6.4 Conclusions:
The effect of nanotube confinement on the stability of the helical states de-
pends on the sequence, the tube diameter, nanotube-peptide interactions as well as
the chemical heterogeneity of the the nanotube. The remarkably complex behavior
of peptides in nanotubes illustrates that it is possible to control confinement-induced
helix stability by altering a number of variables. The substantial diversity in the
stability as a function of (D,λ), even for a specific sequence (Fig. 6.5A), shows
that solvent-mediated peptide-nanotube interactions (parameterized by λ) can ei-
ther stabilize or destabilize the HB depending on D. Our results show that it would
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Figure 6.6: Changes in PHB in a chemically heterogeneous nanotube. (A) The size
of the hydrophobic patch lining the nanotube (nanotube atoms with hydrophobic
character are shown in blue, while those with hydrophilic character are shown in
red). The value of D is 14.9 Å, and the fraction of nanotube hydrophobic surface
area, fH , is 0.18, 0.73 and 0.91 for the top, middle and bottom nanotubes. (B) The
probability of being in the HB as a function of fH withD = 14.9, 20.3 and 35.3 Å, and
λ = 0.9. For the smallest nanotube, a homogeneous hydrophobic environment (fH
= 1) destabilizes the helix, while the smallest hydrophobic patches maximize helix
stability. For larger D there is an optimal hydrophobic patch size that maximizes
helix stability.
be erroneous to draw general conclusions [169] based on the study of a single se-
quence in a nanotube with various values of D.
A key prediction of this study is that confinement-induced helix stability can
be dramatically altered by varying the intra-peptide interactions, or by changing
the interaction strength between the peptide and the nanotube. The changes in
the stability of the HB of the amphiphilic sequence (AS1, AS2, and AS3) most
vividly illustrate the effects of λ, εBB, and D (Fig. 6.1). The variations in εHB and
εBB, which distinguish AS1, AS2, and AS3, can be realized by varying cosolvent
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conditions. The differences in their stabilities upon confinement in AS1, AS2, and
AS3 is due to substantial changes in the DSE. The finding that the stability of a
polyalanine sequence can be greatly altered by changing λ and D (see Fig. 6.5A)
can be experimentally tested. The changes in λ can be achieved by varying the
solvent density in the nanotube.
A prediction of plausible relevance to peptide folding in the ribosome is the
demonstration that helix stability also depends strongly on the size of the hydropho-
bic patch lining the nanotube. If the entire interior of the nanotube is hydrophobic
(fH = 1), the HB of the polyalanine peptide is completely destabilized when the
interaction between the peptide and the nanotube is λ = 0.9. However, as the patch
takes up a smaller percentage of the surface area of the nanotube, the stability of
the polyalanine helix increases. In the nanotube diameter range comparable to the
ribosome tunnel (D ≈ 15 Å), we find that the smallest size hydrophobic patches
maximizes the helix stability. As a result, we predict that helix stability can increase
in regions of the ribosome tunnel where small hydrophobic patches exist. Clearly,
the extent of stabilization in the ribosome tunnel will depend on the sequence.
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Table 6.1: Models and simulation details
Sequence Label εHB
a εBB
b D (Å) Time (µs)c PBHB
d
GDLDDLLKKLKDLLKGe AS1
f 0.00 2.125 25.8 2.0 0.17
AS2
g 1.75 2.125 allh 3.3 0.50
AS3
i 2.75 0.50 all 3.3 0.48
A16 PA 2.75 0.50 all 3.3 0.40
N16 PN 2.50 0.50 all 3.3 0.48
aThe implicit hydrogen bonding energy in kcal/mol, see Eq. B.6 in Appendix B.
bThe Lennard-Jones well-depth between hydrophobic residues in kcal/mol, see Eq. B.5 in
Appendix B.
cThe total simulation time per nanotube diameter.
dThe probability of being in the HB in bulk.
eOne letter code is used for amino acids.
fOriginal parameter set of Guo and Thirumalai [183].
gModified Dihedral Potential (see Table 1 in Appendix B) and VHB term (see Eq. B.6 in
Appendix B).
h‘all’ indicates that nanotubes with D= 35.3, 29.8, 25.8, 20.3, 17.6, and 14.9 Å were studied.
iSame Parameter Set as AS2 except εBB = 0.5 kcal/mol.
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Chapter A
Appendix for Chapter 1
A.1 Cα-SCM for polypeptide chains:
The general formalism for obtaining thermodynamic averages, described in
the text, is applicable to any model for which adequate sampling of conformational
space can be performed. In general, it is difficult to use all atom molecular dynamics
simulations to sample the protein conformations sufficiently to obtain reliable values
for thermodynamic quantities such as the free energy. In order to circumvent this
sampling problem, we use coarse-grained models that have proven to be successful
in providing insights into protein folding mechanisms. In the present study, we used
the Cα-SCM model [59] to represent protein L and CspTm.
In terms of the coordinates of the Cα and side chain (SC) interaction sites, the
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Detailed explanation of the various terms in the force field for the Cα-SCM repre-
sentation of polypeptide chains are given below. The values of the parameters in
Eqs. A.1-A.3 are given in Table A.3.
Angular and Chiral potentials: Backbone bond lengths were set to the
Cα atom distances found in the crystal structure. Bond lengths between Cα’s and
side chains correspond to the distance between the Cα atom and the side chain (SC)
center-of-mass. We fixed the bond lengths using the SHAKE algorithm [184]. We
used three angular restraints per residue to enforce the values of the bond angles.
These angles are defined by the sets {Cα,i−1,Cα,i,Cα,i+1}, {Cα,i−1,Cα,i,SCi}, and
{SCi,Cα,i,Cα,i+1}, where Cα,j and SCj correspond to the Cα atom and the SC site
of the jth residue, respectively. The angles were harmonically restrained around their
values, θi,0, found in the crystal structure (first term in Eq. A.1). To model the
restricted rotation around backbone bonds we used a dihedral potential which has
three minima (second term in Eq. A.1). The most enthalpically favorable minimum
corresponds to δi1 + 180
o, where δij is the value of the j
th dihedral potential energy
term of the ith dihedral angle in the crystal structure. We enforced chirality, around
the α-carbon atoms, using an improper dihedral angle, ψ, whose equilibrium angle,
ψi,0, was set to that found in the crystal structure (third term in Eq. A.1).
Hydrogen bond potential: We modelled backbone hydrogen bonding using
a Lennard-Jones interaction applied only between residues forming a hydrogen bond
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in the crystal structure (first term in Eq. A.2). We used εHB = 0.75 kcal/mol, and
roHB,i was set to the Cα- Cα native state distance between i
th pair of residues that
are identified by Stride [135] as forming backbone hydrogen bonds.
Non-bonded potentials: We divided the non-bonded potential into contri-
butions arising from native interactions, ENNB (second term in Eq. A.2), and that
due to non-native interactions, ENNNB (Eq. A.3). These two potentials are only ap-
plied to interaction sites separated by four or more covalent bonds. We assumed
that native non-bonded interactions between Cα − SC and SC − SC pairs were
present if the distance between any heavy atoms of the two groups was less than
4.5 Å in the crystal structure. These interactions were modelled using an attractive
Lennard-Jones interaction (second term in Eq. A.2). In the case of SC − SC pair
interactions the well depth, εNi , was taken to be proportional to the energy terms
in the Miyazawa-Jernigan statistical potential [185] (for additional details see the
footnote in Table A.3). For the Cα − SC interactions we set ε
N
i = −0.37 kcal/mol.
The interactions between non-bonded pairs that do not satisfy the criterion for na-
tive contacts were assumed to be purely repulsive (Eq. A.3). For all the non-native
Cα − Cα, Cα − SC and SC − SC pairs ε
NN
i = 10
−12 kcal/mol and rmin,i was set
to 2.74 Å for the Cα interaction site. The sequence dependent side chain values of
rmin,i are listed in Table A.4.
Transfer free energies for SC and BB: The values of δgSCtr,k([C]) and
δgBBtr ([C]) were fit to the experimental transfer free energy data using
δgSCtr,k([C]) = mk[C] + bk (A.4)
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and
δgBBtr ([C]) = mBB[C] + bBB. (A.5)
For all cosolutes, except GdmCl, bk = 0 and bBB = 0. The values of bk for GdmCl
are listed in paranthesis in Table A.2. Experimental values of mk for Ser, Asp, Glu,
and Lys in GdmCl are unavailable. For Ser, Asp, and Glu we used the mk values
for Thr, Asn, and Glu respectively. The values of mk for Lys in GdmCl was taken
to be three times that for urea. The values for mk (in units of cal mol
−1 M−1) and
bk (cal mol
−1) for all cosolutes are in Table A.2. The mk and bk values for GdmCl
were extracted from [46]. Parameters for all other cosolutes were taken from [28].
A.2 Simulations:
The equilibrium simulations at zero osmolyte concentration were carried out
using Multiplexed-Replica Exchange (MREX) [134] in conjunction with low fric-
tion Langevin dynamics [105]. MREX simulates multiple independent trajectories
(referred to as replicas) at each temperature. MREX uses the conventional replica
exchange acceptance/rejection criteria for swapping replicas between temperatures
[186], but in addition it allows swapping between replicas at the same temperature
[134].
In the MREX simulations, we used eight to nine temperature windows. For
protein L, replicas at 315, 335, 350, 355, 360, 365, 380, 400 K were simulated, while
for CspTm an additional replica at 450 K was included. At each temperature we gen-
erated four independent trajectories simultaneously, for a total of 32 or 36 replicas.
Every 5,000 integration time-steps the system configurations were saved for analysis
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and random shuffling occurred between replicas at the same temperature with 50%
probability. Exchanges between neighboring temperatures were then attempted us-
ing the standard replica exchange acceptance criteria [186]. We attempted 90,000
exchanges for each protein, with the first 10,000 discarded to allow for equilibra-
tion. We used Langevin dynamics in the under damped limit to simulate the time
evolution of each replica [105]. A damping coefficient of 1.0 ps−1 was used, with a
5 fs integration time-step. All trajectories were simulated in the canonical (NVT)
ensemble.
A.3 Data Analysis
Solvent Accessible Surface Area: The solvent accessible surface area
(SASA) of a backbone (αBBi,k ) or side chain (α
SC
i,k ) group in residue k of the i
th simu-
lated protein conformation was computed using the CHARMM program. CHARMM
computes the analytic solution for the SASA. A probe radius of 1.4 Å, equivalent
to the size of a water molecule, was used.
Tripeptide αk,Gly−k−Gly: To determine the SASA of residue k in the tripep-
tide Gly− k−Gly, for use in Eq. 3.2, we modelled the twenty tripeptides using the
CHARMM 22 force field. A systematic search in the (φ, ψ) backbone dihedral space
was carried out, and the SASA of the backbone and side chain groups of residue k
at each (φ, ψ) point computed. We increased φ and ψ in 10◦ increments, starting
from φ = ψ = 0◦. A total of 1,369 unique φ, ψ pairs and SASA measurements
were generated. The values of αk,Gly−k−Gly, listed in Table A.1, correspond to the
maximum SASA found during the (φ, ψ) search.
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where ri is the position of interaction site i, and rCM = 1/N
∑N
i=1 ri is the mean
position of the N interaction sites of the protein. The histogram of Rg values was
taken to be the probability distribution P (Rg). The average Rg is denoted by Rg.
Native Contacts (Q): The fraction of native contacts (Q) of a given protein











where Qi is the fraction of native contacts corresponding to either the entire protein
or some substructure of the protein. In protein L, i, in Eq. A.7, can represent
the set of native contacts within the helix (i = H), or between β-strands 1 and 2
(i = s12), 1 and 4 (i = s14), 3 and 4 (i = s34), or between strands 1, 2 and the
helix (i = H − s12), strands 1, 3 and the helix (i = H − s13), strands 3, 4 and the
helix (i = H − s34). The cutoff distance RC = 8 Å, and djk is the distance between
interaction sites j and k, Θ(RC − djk) is the Heaviside step function. In protein L,
strand 1 (s1) corresponds to residues 4-11, s2 between 17-24, s3 corresponds to 47-
52, s4 between 57-62, and H spans residues 26-44. In Eq. A.7, Ci is the maximum
number of native contacts in the set i. In CspTm, s1 corresponds to residues 3-9,
s2 to 14-19, s3 to 24-27, s4 to 44-52, and s5 to residues 57 through 65.
Fret Efficiency (E): The FRET efficiency (E) for a given protein confor-
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where Ro was set to 55 Å for both proteins [63, 64]. In principle Ro should depend on
the denaturant concentration. The variations in the FRET efficiency are relatively
small when a denaturant-dependent Ro is used. Given the uncertainty among the
different experimental measurements for protein L and CspTm (see Fig. 2.1) we did
not include the changes in 〈E〉 due to changes in Ro.
Root Mean Square Deviation (∆): The root mean square deviation (∆)
between two structures was computed using the CHARMM program. Least squares
fitting was initially carried out to align a given protein conformation with the crystal
structure before the RMSD was computed.
Computation of thermodynamic properties of the NSE and DSE:
The NSE and DSE are differentiated using ∆ as an order parameter. For protein L
(CspTm) we defined the native basin as conformations with a ∆ ≤ 5 Å (13.5 Å) and
denatured conformations as ∆ > 5 Å (13.5 Å). We used this criterion to calculate








where 〈Al〉 is the average of any thermodynamic property A in the DSE or NSE.
The superscript l denotes either the DSE or NSE. The sum is over the time series
for property A. Θl is the Heaviside step function that, for protein L, is equal to
Θ(5−∆(t)) when l =NSE and Θ(5+∆(t)) when l =DSE. For CspTm, Θ(13.5−∆(t))
is used when l =NSE and Θ(13.5 + ∆(t)) when l =DSE.
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The free energy surface, plotted in terms of EP and ∆, for the protein CspTm
at [C]=0, shows a basin of attraction that is intermediate between the NBA and
the DSE (see Fig. 2.4E). From a structural perspective, the population of this
intermediate represents disorder in one of the β-strands (green strand in Fig. 2.1A)
with the rest of the native structure intact as described in Chapter 2. Because the
experiments analyze denaturant-induced transitions in CspTm using a two-state
approximation we included the structures in the intermediate as a part of the NBA.
In order to determine the value of ∆ (denoted ∆B) that gives boundary between the
NBA and the DSE we solved
∫∆B
0 P (∆, Tm)d∆ = 0.5, where Tm is the temperature
at which the specific heat is a maximum (Fig. 2.4). For CspTm we obtain ∆B = 13.5
Å, which is large only because the NBA includes the native-like intermediate. Except
for the disruption of the strand shown in green in Fig. 2.1A, the rest of the structure
is native-like. We obtain a much smaller value for protein L which is much better
described as a two-state folder. We should emphasize that in obtaining these values
no fit to experimental data was made.
Distribution functions P (RDSEee ) and P (R
DSE




ν [68] (ν ∼ 0.6) implies that proteins can be described as random coils at
high denaturant concentrations. In order to show that the conformations are solely
determined by excluded volume interactions between the monomers, as implied by
the Flory scaling, it is also important to analyze the distribution P (RDSEee ) of the end-
to-end distance RDSEee . For a self-avoiding polymer (negligible intrapeptide attractive
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interactions) P (y) (y = RDSEee /R
DSE
ee ) acquires a universal shape given by,
P (y) = c1y
2+θexp(−c2y
1/(1−ν)) (A.10)
where the des Clouieax exponent θ = (γ − 1)/ν with γ being the susceptibility




y2P (y)dy = 1 [187]. We also expect Eq. A.10 to be satisfied for y = RDSEg /R
DSE
g
because only one length scale, namely the size of the protein, determines the distri-
bution function at high [C]. However, in practice we find for a self-avoiding polymer
(N. Toan, unpublished) and for proteins (Fig. A.3) that Eq. A.10 is not as accurate




Table A.1: Solvent accessibility of the backbone and side chain groups of residue k
in the tripeptide Gly − k −Gly (αk,Gly−k−Gly)
αk,Gly−k−Gly (Å
2)























aHsd - Neutral histidine, proton on ND1 atom. Hse - Neutral histidine, proton on NE2 atom.
HSP - Protonated histidine.
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Table A.2: Values of mk, bk, and mBB and bBB (Eqs. A.4-A.5).
Osmolyte
Residue GdmCl urea betaine proline sucrose sarcosine sorbitol TMAO
Gly 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ala -7.20(-2.28) -4.69 4.77 -0.07 22.05 10.91 16.57 -14.64
Val -41.77(-23.41) -21.65 -19.63 7.96 33.92 29.32 24.65 -1.02
Leu -75.99(-41.42) -54.57 -17.73 4.77 37.11 38.33 39.07 11.62
Ile -68.10(-37.93) -38.43 -1.27 -2.72 28.12 39.98 36.90 -25.43
Met -85.86(-42.76) -48.34 -14.16 -35.12 -6.66 8.18 20.97 -7.65
Phe -124.57(-61.12) -83.11 -112.93 -71.26 -96.35 -12.64 26.38 -9.32
Pro -50.86(-27.76) -17.65 -125.16 -63.96 -73.02 -34.23 -4.48 -137.73
Ser -18.75(-31.25) -20.56 -41.85 -33.49 -2.79 -27.98 -1.58 -39.04
Thr -18.75(-31.25) -22.09 0.33 -18.33 20.82 -7.54 13.20 3.57
Asn -102.03(-65.73) -38.79 33.17 -17.71 -28.28 -40.93 -21.21 55.69
Hln -56.90(-57.07) -54.81 7.57 -32.26 -40.87 -10.19 -23.98 41.41
Tyr -123.19(-78.71) -45.08 -213.09 -138.41 -78.41 -26.37 -53.50 -114.32
Trp -196.25(-138.75) -141.46 -369.93 -198.37 -215.27 -113.03 -67.23 -152.87
Asp -102.03(-65.73) 3.55 -116.56 -90.51 -37.17 -14.20 -83.88 -66.67
Glu -56.90(-57.07) 0.62 -112.08 -89.17 -41.65 -12.61 -70.05 -83.25
His -65.00(-85.00) -50.51 -35.97 -45.10 -118.66 -20.80 -42.45 42.07
Hsd -65.00(-85.00) -50.51 -35.97 -45.10 -118.66 -20.80 -42.45 42.07
Lys -67.95(0.00) -22.76 -171.99 -59.87 -39.60 -27.42 -32.47 -110.23
Arg 42.34(0.00) -21.17 -109.45 -60.18 -79.32 -32.24 -24.65 -109.27
BB -39.21(-31.86) -39.00 67.00 48.00 62.00 52.00 35.00 90.00
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aThe basic unit of energy is kcal/mol.
bnj is the dimensionless period of the cosine function of Eq. A.1.
cFor protein L KCh = 18.013 kcal mol
−1 degree−2. For CspTm KCh = 25.73 kcal mol
−1
degree−2
dResidue pairs that make just one backbone hydrogen bond are assigned an εHB = 0.75. For
pairs that make two hydrogen bonds εHB = 1.5.
eThe statistical potential of Miyazawa-Jernigan [185] formed the basis for choosing εNi values
for SC − SC interactions. Values reported in Table 5 of [185] were subtracted by 1.2 so that all
pair energies would be negative. To obtain protein melting temperatures above 300 K we scaled
the resultant values by multiplying them by 0.7, in the case of protein L, and by 1.0 in the case
of CspTm. The resulting values were assigned to εNi based on the amino acids forming the native
contact. For Cα − SC ε
N
i = 0.37 kcal mol
−1
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Table A.4: van der Waals radius of the side chain beads for various amino-acids






















aThe same value of the radius was used regardless of the protonation state.
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Figure A.1: A log-log plot of Rg versus N for a number of proteins confirms the
predictions of the Flory theory [68]. The average Kuhn length was found to be
aD ∼ 2Å [68], which gives the impression that aD is independent of denaturant
concentration, pH, temperature etc. If the universal aspect of Flory theory is obeyed
then the effective Kuhn length for every protein can be extracted using aD([C], T ) =
Rg/N
ν . The plot here shows the effective Kuhn length as a function ofN for proteins
for which Rg are listed in [68]. The dispersion seen here is within the range for
protein L and CspTm (see Inset of Fig. 2.2). Although the dispersion in aD([C], T )
is relatively small, it can result in significant errors when computing absolute values
of Rg for a given N . The changes in aD([C], T ) have to be taken into account when
obtaining accurate values of Rg from SAXS or FRET experiments.
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Figure A.2: Distribution of P (RDSEg ) for protein L at various GdmCl concentrations
at 328 K. The concentration ([C]) of GdmCl in molar units are shown in the curves.
As [C] decreases, the maximum value of RDSEg sampled decreases.
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Figure A.3: The DSE distribution P (Rg/Rg) for protein L in 5, 7, and 9 M GdmCl at
328 K. The solid black line represents the expected universal shape for a self avoiding
polymer. In addition, we plot the universal shape for a Gaussian chain shown as
the solid red line. For a Gaussian polymer P (y) = c1y
2exp(−c2y
2), where c1 and c2
are 4.2 and 1.5 respectively. Thus, only at high [C] values the random coil nature
of proteins is manifested. In general [C] has to be far greater than [Cm] + 0.5∆Cm
where ∆Cm is width of the transition region. For protein L Cm = 2.4 M, ∆Cm = 1
M, obtained from the derivative of fNBA with respect to [C].
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Rg,DSE = 23 Å
Rg,DSE = 26.4 Å
Figure A.4: Computation of Rg protein L versus GdmCl concentration at 328 K.
Notation is the same as Fig. 2.2C. Gray lines represent predictions using the two
state equation Rg = fNBARNSEg + (1 − fNBA)R
DSE
g , where fNBA is taken from Fig.
2.1B, and RNSEg = 12.1 Å. In principle, R
DSE
g should depend on [C]. The gray
lines are constructed using different RDSEg values (= 23.0, 24.0, 25.0, 26.4 Å). The
black circle is obtained using two-state assumption, and the [C]-dependent RDSEg
(in cyan), and RNSEg (purple). The error bars at 3, 4, and 5 M correspond to the
experimental error associated with SAXS measurements of Rg in [65]. The plots
show that if the variations in RDSEg with [C] are not taken into account the exact
simulation results (black circles) cannot be reproduced.
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Chapter B
Appendix for Chapter 6
Computational Methods:
Protein Model. We use the coarse graining procedure introduced by Honeycutt
and Thirumalai (HT) [180] to model the polypeptide chain. In the HT model, each
amino-acid is represented by one bead located at the Cα-carbon position along
the protein backbone. A three letter code is used to classify the twenty naturally
occurring amino acids; L for hydrophilic residues, B for hydrophobic residues and N
for neutral residues. The potential energy of a conformation of a polypeptide with
M residues and coordinates ri(i = 1, 2, ...,M) in the HT representation is
V = VB + VA + VD + VNB + VHB (B.1)








(r◦ − |ri − ri+1|)
2. (B.2)
The equilibrium distance between neighboring Cα atoms r◦ = 3.81 Å, and the spring
constantKb = 100 kcal/Å
2. The term VA restricts the bond angle formed by residues










where θ◦ = 105
◦, and Kθ = 12.5 kcal/rad
2. The local secondary structure prefer-








Aj(1 + cos(njφi − δj)), (B.4)
where Aj is a constant, nj is the period, φi is the dihedral angle defined by residues
i, i+1, i+2, i+3 and δj is the phase shift. The parameters used in Eq. B.4 are listed in
Table B.1. For sequence AS1 (see below) we use the Guo-Thirumalai [183] parameter
set (see Table B.1), and for all other sequences we devised a new parameter set. The























For all sequences, except AS3, PA and PN (see below), if i and j are both hydropho-
bic (B) then εij = 2.125 kcal/mol (see Table 6.1), and σij = 3.8 Å. For AS3, PA
and PN εij = 0.5 kcal/mol. When i is type L or N and j is either B,L or N then
εij = 10
−12 kcal/mol and σij = 40.47 Å, which approximates a short range repulsive
interaction (Fig. B.1A).


















where σHB = 4.63 Å, which results in an rmin of 5.2 Å, corresponding to the distance
between the the Cα-atoms of residues i and i + 3 in an α-helix. Hydrogen bond
potential VHB, is used only between residues separated by 3 covalent bonds. Except
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Figure B.1: (A) The strength of the hydrophobic effect between the nanotube and
peptide is varied by scaling the Lennard-Jones interaction (see Eq. B.7) between
the nanotube atoms and peptide residues. Eleven different interaction strengths
were studied, ranging from λ = 1 (strongly hydrophobic) to λ = 0.01 (weakly
hydrophobic). (B) A peptide in a carbon nanotube.
for AS1, for which εHB = 0, we adjust the value of εHB such that, in bulk, the
probability of being helical at 300 K is between 40-50% for all sequences.
Peptide sequences: The role of sequence in determining confinement-induced
stability probed using PA, PN, and AS. We consider three variations of the am-
phiphilic sequence AS that are generated by modifying the parameters used in the
energy function (Eq. B.1). In the first parameter set, that generates the sequence
AS1, the original Guo-Thirumalai (GT) model [183] was used. We modified the GT
dihedral potential (see Table B.1), and set εHB = 1.75 kcal/mol (see Table 6.1) to
generate AS2. The sequence AS3 is the same as AS2 except εBB = 0.5 kcal/mol,
and εHB = 2.75 kcal/mol. The changes in εBB and εHB can account for variations
in external conditions (eg. pH, cosolvents, or temperature). Because these changes
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can potentially alter the nature of the denatured state ensemble, comparison of the
results for AS2 and AS3 allows us to assess the role external solution conditions play
in affecting helix stability upon confinement. The PA and PN sequences also use a
variation of the GT potential, that includes the modified dihedral angle potential,
and non-zero εHB. Additional details on the sequences, and the associated values of
the parameters are in Table 6.1.
Carbon Nanotube Confinement and Initial Conditions: Confinement of the
polypeptides in infinitely long single walled carbon nanotubes is carried out by using
one-dimensional periodic boundary conditions. Lennard-Jones parameters for the
nanotube are taken from Steel and coworkers [188]. The primary cell is 75.975 Å in
length. The diameters of the six nanotubes are 35.3, 29.8, 25.8, 20.3, 17.6, and 14.9
Å with graphite lattice indices [189] of (26,26), (22,22), (19,19), (15,15), (13,13)
and (11,11), respectively. Initial structures are prepared by randomly inserting
a denatured peptide conformation (prepared in bulk simulations at 600 K) into
the nanotube, and retaining only those conformations that fit within the volume
enclosed by the nanotube (see Fig. B.1B). The starting structures are heated inside
the nanotube at 600 K for 3.8 ns, and then equilibrated at 300 K for 75 ns. At least
five independent trajectories are generated for each sequence, at each D and λ (see
below), resulting in a total of 1,353 independent trajectories. The duration of each
trajectory is 675 ns.
Peptide-nanotube interactions: The hydrophobic interaction between the nan-
otube and the polypeptide (Fig. B.1A) is modeled using the Lennard-Jones potential
between peptide residues and the carbon atoms in the nanotube (Fig. B.1B). At
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λ = 0.01 (Fig. B.1B), there is no net attractive interaction between peptide hy-
drophobic residues and the carbon nanotube. The interactions between polar and
neutral protein residues and the nanotube are purely repulsive. We vary the strength
of the interaction between the polypeptide and the nanotube using λ, which scales
















For all β = B, L or N, εCβ = 0.345 kcal/mol, and σCβ = 3.6 Å (see Fig. B.1). For
β = B the value of δ is one, and is zero otherwise.
We also examine the effect of chemical heterogeneity in the nanotube by cre-
ating different size ‘hydrophobic patches’ which run parallel to the long axis of the
nanotube (Fig. 6.6). Each hydrophobic patch has a width that is equal to the num-
ber of rows of nanotube atoms that make up the patch. Nanotube atoms within
the patch interact with protein atoms as defined in Eq. B.7. All other interactions
involving the nanotube atoms are purely repulsive. As a quantitative measure of
the size of the patch, we use the fraction of surface area, fH (0 < fH ≤ 1), of the
hydrophobic patch along the interior of the nanotube.
Computation of entropy of DSE and HB: The volume fractions accessible to
the center-of-mass of the helical ensemble (αHB) and denatured ensembles (αDSE)
are computed from the time-series of the saved peptide structures. The accessi-
ble volume fraction, as a function of D, is calculated separately for the HB and
DSE using the Widom particle insertion method [190, 191]. If all interactions are
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Potential ja Aj nj δj
b
GTc 1 2.00 3 -112.5
2 1.53 1 0.0
3 2.47 0 0.0
Modified 1 0.90 3 -66.5
2 2.27 2 -68.1
3 2.91 1 -37.3
aNotation described following Eq. 4.
bIn degrees.
cTaken from Guo and Thirumalai [183].
hard core then the volume fraction accessible to a given peptide conformation is
the ratio of successful peptide insertions divided by the number of attempts. A
successful insertion is one in which no peptide residues overlap with the nanotube
atoms upon randomly placing the center of mass of the peptide within the nanotube
and randomly orienting the peptide. The overlap occurs when a carbon nanotube
atom is within 2.75 Å of a peptide residue. The overlap criteria is based on the
Lennard-Jones potential between peptide residues and the nanotube atoms used in
our simulations at λ = 0.01 (Fig. B.1B). We computed the accessible volume, for
a given peptide conformation, from the number of insertion attempts necessary to
attain 2,500 successful insertions; αHB and αDSE are simple averages over all the
accessible volume fractions of the peptide conformations in the HB and DSE, respec-
tively. Computation of αHB and αDSE allows us to estimate the entropy changes
upon confinement (see Eq. 6.1).
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Figure B.2: The radius-of-gyration for PA as a function of λ in two different diameter
nanotubes, D = 35.3 Å (black circles) and D = 20.3 Å (red squares). Decomposing
Rg in one (Rg,x) and two-dimensions (Rg,yz) shows that, in a nanotube with D =
35.3 Å, as λ is increased to a value of 0.4 (point 3), the peptide binds to the interior
surface of the nanotube and aligns preferentially along the x-axis (A), leading to a
decrease in Rg,yz (see point 3 in (B)). When D =20.3 Å, increasing λ causes the
peptide to contract along the long axis of the nanotube (x-axis) (A), due to the
concomitant binding of the peptide perpendicular to the long-axis. As a result the
peptide expands along Rg,yz (B, see also point 5 of Fig. 6.5A).
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